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Embedded technology –
a sector with a bright future

For more than two decades, Beckhoff has successfully promoted the idea and
freedom of PC-based control technology, which has proven to be highly reliable,
flexible and future-oriented. What then could be more obvious than applying this
technology in new areas within and outside industrial automation? The basic idea
is to scale PC technology in terms of price, performance and physical dimensions
in such a way that applications with small and medium requirements are also feasible. These were the considerations that led to the birth of Embedded PC products from Beckhoff.
What does “embedded” actually mean, why is it important to care about it and
how does Beckhoff chart its product range to it?
The first question is not easy to answer, because the term “embedded” covers
a wide range of hardware and software components available on the market.
Beckhoff uses the term for controllers and associated components with a selfcontained character with regard to hardware, signal processing, operating system, maintenance and updates. Beckhoff embedded modules are compact, modular, DIN rail-mountable, fanless and have not much in common with the traditional appearance of a PC. In addition, storage is based on flash technology as a
basic principle, and all embedded controllers offer the option of connecting Bus
Terminals or EtherCAT Terminals directly without cables. Beckhoff uses Windows
XP Embedded and Windows CE in predefined and preconfigured forms, depending on the hardware. The user can install additional programs and use the PC features as required.
Embedded technology offers convenient maintenance and installation of updates: The operating system and the application can be upgraded simply by replacing the Compact Flash card.
All the above-mentioned features are met by controllers from Beckhoff’s CX family, with brand new members that will contribute to the continued success of the
series: CX9010, CX1010 and CX1030 are characterized by faster processors (Intel® IXP 533 MHz, AMD Geode 500 MHz, Intel® Pentium® M 1.8 GHz) and offer
the user adequate potential for larger projects.
“Embedded” also means that the profile of the electronic components has to be
tailored to the special customer requirements. This can only succeed with inhouse board development know-how. In this area Beckhoff took a significant step
last year with the acquisition of two companies: Embedded-Logic Design & More

and BeDeHa, based in Münster, Westphalia, Germany. We are now able to develop and produce our own motherboards and implement the required BIOS adaptations. The motherboards – made by Beckhoff – are used for our own Industrial
PC and Embedded PC products, and from mid 2007 will also be offered as separate, standard products. This initiative is aimed at customers and device manufacturers from the traditional embedded sectors who are often unable to meet
their profile-specific requirements with standard boards, including automotive,
avionics/aerospace, industrial automation, telecommunications, consumer electronics/intelligent homes and health/medical equipment. These customers can
benefit from the fact that Beckhoff offers a 5-year guarantee of supply for their
motherboards and that the new CPUs and chipsets are largely implemented with
installation compatibility maintained. Specifically, this means that customers do
not have to modify their devices if they decide to introduce a new CPU generation.
Back to the question as to why one should care about embedded technology.
Sales of computer-based embedded hardware are estimated at around US $ 40
billion worldwide; the current figure for embedded software is US $ 38 billion
(source: FAZ 03/2006). According to a study on behalf of the European Commission, by 2009 the hardware market for embedded systems will have reached US
$ 71 billion. The share of industrial systems is estimated at around 15–20 %, ranking third after “health/medical” and “telecommunication”. Beckhoff naturally
offers particularly extensive support for their traditional business serving the
industrial automation business – in terms of a hardware example, through the
development of Mini PCI fieldbus cards and Mini PCI NOVRAM cards for motherboards, and on the software side through the consistent further development
of TwinCAT under the Windows CE operating system.
However, sales alone are not the decisive factor for promoting embedded products: it is in fact the wide range of exciting embedded applications and imaginative solutions implemented by our customers, many of which find their way into
“PC Control” magazine in the form of application reports. This valuable feedback
helps us advance the technology even further.
Andreas Thome
PC Control Product Manager
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Hanover Fair 2007
Between 16 and 20 April 2007 Hanover, Germany, will once again be the international meeting place for more than 6,000 industrial companies from around the
world. Hanover Fair 2007 is subdivided into 12 leading international trade shows,
including Interkama+ (process automation), Factory Automation (production
automation) and Industrial Building Automation (networked systems for building
and factory automation). Sepp D. Heckmann, Chairman of the Board, Deutsche
Messe, said: “The Hanover Fair is the largest international and cross-sector platform for technology, innovation and information transfer – enabling direct contact
between suppliers and users from around the world. The Hanover Fair demonstrates the interaction and convergence of a wide range of technologies in one location – and ‘live’.”
Beckhoff will present Factory Automation solutions in Hall 9, Booth F06, including
IPCs, I/O, Motion and Automation. The focus will be on PC Control solutions,
EtherCAT-based automation, safety, Motion Control, and embedded solutions.
XFC | eXtreme Fast Control Technology
As a technological highlight, Beckhoff will present the company’s new, ultra-highperformance control solution: XFC is based on an optimized control and communication architecture comprising an advanced Industrial PC, ultra-fast I/O terminals with extended real-time characteristics, the EtherCAT high-speed Ethernet
system, and TwinCAT automation software. With XFC, it is possible to achieve I/O
response times < 100 µs. This technology opens up new process optimization options for the user that were not possible in the past due to technical limitations.
CP72xx | The new Panel PC generation
With the innovative CP72xx Panel PC, Beckhoff launches a new generation of
Panel PCs. This high-performance Panel PC is designed for mounting arm installation and integrates all features required for advanced machine control in an ultra-compact, slimline housing. Naturally, it also meets the basic industrial requirements such as robustness and long-term availability. The water- and dustproof IPC is supplied in an aluminum housing and features a Beckhoff motherboard enabling very lean housing design with a housing depth of only 94 mm.
The integrated add-on PC comes with a 1.5 GHz Intel® Celeron® M processor
and can optionally be equipped with Intel® Pentium® M processors up to 1.8
GHz. (For a detailed description of the CP72xx see p. 10.)

The main information at a glance:
| Hanover Fair 2007, Germany, 16 – 20 April 2007
| Opening hours: Monday – Friday 9 am – 6 pm
| Beckhoff main booth: Hall 9, Booth F06
(Hall 9 is best approached via car park South 1
or East 3.)
Beckhoff as exhibitor at partners’ booths:
| PROFIBUS user organisation: Hall 11, Booth A41
| PLCopen: Hall 9, Booth H68
| EtherCAT Technology Group: Hall 9, Booth F13

www.hannovermesse.com

Industrial Motherboards from Beckhoff
As a further innovation, Beckhoff will present the company’s range of Industrial
Motherboards, which are developed and manufactured in-house. The motherboard and BIOS development initiatives enable Beckhoff to respond more quickly to new technologies in the PC market and to customer-specific requirements.
The motherboards are used in Beckhoff Industrial PCs, Panel PCs, Embedded PCs
and other products. At Hanover Fair, Beckhoff will present current developments
from the embedded sector, such as the new Core™ Duo IPC motherboard series,
which supports all typical profiles including ATX, slot CPU, 3.5" board, and
PC/104.
EtherCAT-based automation
The Beckhoff I/O systems are complemented through further signal variants and
fieldbus connections for the Bus Terminals and Fieldbus Box modules. Special XFC
I/O terminals for applications with high performance requirements extend the impressive EtherCAT Terminal portfolio.
In the Motion Forum, the focus will be on Beckhoff’s AX5000 EtherCAT drives and
the new AM3500 Servomotor series with high moment of inertia. These motors
are particularly suitable for gearless applications or applications with poor mass
inertia ratio in cases with particularly high loads.
On the software side, the TwinCAT range is extended with new PLC libraries and
system software, including a remote version of the TwinCAT Simulation Manager, further PLC libraries for telecontrol applications and connectivity innovations.
The Beckhoff presence at Hanover Fair is rounded off with participation in the
EtherCAT Technology Group booth, where more than 40 exhibitors will present
their real-time Ethernet solutions for EtherCAT.
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Hanover Fair 2007: Interview with Thomas Rilke,
Deutsche Messe AG

Thomas Rilke manages the Industrial
Automation section at Hanover Fair,
including the leading trade fairs
Interkama+, Factory Automation,
and Industrial Building Automation.

Hanover Fair 2007, which will take place between 16 and 20 April, is regarded as
one of the greatest international information exchange events for industrial automation. In the automation, drive technology and digital factory sections more
than 2,500 exhibitors will offer products for industrial manufacturing and automation. Hanover Fair 2007 is particularly significant for visitors looking for information on electrical drives, Motion Control, controllers, IPCs and Ethernet. An
unprecedented wealth of innovation will be on display in these areas.
Each year, in close cooperation with exhibitors and their customers, specialized
competency centers are set up in the industrial automation section of Hanover
Fair. This year’s highlights are Wireless Automation, Industrial Identification, Safety & Security, Application Park and Hygienic Design & Cleanroom Technology. Each
individual competency center is a worthwhile destination for trade visitors.
Mr. Rilke, automation plays a role at many trade fairs. How does the
automation section of the Hanover Fair differ from other fairs?
Thomas Rilke: The strengths of the Hanover Fair are its internationality – 6,000
exhibitors and more than 200,000 visitors from over 60 countries are considerable proof – as is the synergy and interaction within the individual industry fairs. Compared to Hanover Fair, no event in the world can offer more new
developments, inspiration, initiative and innovation to create production and
process solutions for all industrial sectors.
What tangible benefits does the Hanover Fair offer international
visitors?
Rilke: Exhibitors and visitors from Germany and abroad appreciate the wide
range of international contacts that cannot be found anywhere else in such
a concentrated area. As organizers, we facilitate initiation of contacts and potential partnerships in the run-up to the fair, independent of the contacts in
the trade fair booths. A number of accompanying events focus on business
dealings with individual countries such as the new EU member countries and
Russia. Turkey is the official partner country for Hanover Fair 2007.
Last but not least, it is the technological innovations that offer such high value for visitors. The Hanover Fair aims to be the first trade show to reveal new
technology trends and to have as many live demonstrations by experts as
possible. The motto is: the more realistic, the better. In order to stay ahead,
we hold intensive discussions with exhibitors, visitors, associations and fieldbus user organizations.

The automation section of the Hanover Fair will offer further highlights this year. What are they?
Rilke: In the ‘Application Park’ machine manufacturers, robot manufacturers and
automation suppliers show complete production solutions. The ‘Robotics
Academy’ offers introductory training sessions for robot-aided automation
based on selected robotics applications.
The special Safety & Security exhibition section offers targeted information
about industrial security solutions, focusing on product piracy and other issues. ‘Hygienic Design & Cleanroom Technology’ is another automation forum
at this year’s fair. ‘Industrial Identification’ offers information about RFID and
a wide range of other innovative identification technologies. The special
‘Wireless Automation’ section offers information on wireless communication
in production applications.
One thing is clear – this year’s Hanover Fair offers more practical know-how
than ever before. Visitor gain an excellent overview of automation trends that
create competitive advantages and cut costs. The size of the trade show, as
well as an awareness of Germany as a global technology hot spot, enable this
enormous range of information from many areas, including technology transfer.
A strong claim…
Rilke: Indeed. We want to and must offer top performance, because this is the
only way to attract visitors from around the world. One third of all visitors
come from abroad. We also feel especially committed to visitors from Germany, around 70 percent of whom come from medium-sized companies. The
Hanover Fair is the platform for automation technology, a technology that is
making ever faster progress in the globalized economy, creating greatly
added value. Together with more than 2,500 exhibitors from the automation,
drive technology and digital factory sectors, we offer a wide range of exciting live presentations and forums. Each fair aims to offer visitors new, practice-oriented inspiration and a range of solution options. To sum it up: We intend to offer the best technology fair in the world – year after year.
Source: Deutsche Messe AG
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Beckhoff takes over Embedded-Logic Design & More and BeDeHa

Technology consolidation in the embedded sector
On 1 July 2006, Beckhoff Automation GmbH, based in Verl, Germany, took over the technology companies Embedded-Logic
Design & More GmbH and BeDeHa GmbH, both based in Münster, Germany.

Kai Flatter, managing director of Embedded-Logic Design & More GmbH (left),
and Wulfhard Schneider, managing director of BeDeHa GmbH.

The new Beckhoff subsidiaries are specialists in Embedded PC technology and have long-standing experience in this sector. Embedded-Logic
Design & More (ELDM) specializes in the development of PC motherboards, BeDeHa specializes in the distribution and adaptation of BIOS
software.
Hans Beckhoff, managing director of Beckhoff, is pleased about this development: “Even before this acquisition, we already had a reputation
as one of the technology leaders for PC-based automation. With the
takeover of ELDM and BeDeHa we have further strengthened our
technological basis. We are now able to offer IPCs and Embedded PCs
in all performance classes with motherboards fully developed and
manufactured in-house.”
The two companies will remain at their current location. Further expansion is envisaged under the management of directors Kai Flatter and
Wulfhard Schneider. Development capacities will be expanded, and a
new building will be ready next year. This expansion enables us to build
on the existing successful business of the two companies, involving customized development of embedded motherboards and BIOS distribution. “Both companies will continue to act independently in the market.
The investments by Beckhoff in ELDM and BeDeHA will provide drive

for positive company development; cooperation with existing customers
and distribution channels will be reinforced”, said Hans Beckhoff.
The motherboards are used in Beckhoff Industrial PCs, Panel PCs, Embedded PCs and other products. Hans Beckhoff: “We have already been
developing motherboards and PC components in-house for some time.
The teams from the new subsidiaries will strengthen these activities.
Our own motherboard and BIOS development initiatives enable us to
respond more quickly to new technologies in the PC market and to customer-specific requirements. With these motherboards “made in Westphalia/Germany” we are also well positioned in the global PC market.”
Beckhoff presented recent embedded innovations such as the new
Core™ Duo IPC motherboard series, which supports all typical form
factors such as ATX, slot CPU, 3.5" board and PC/104, at
SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2006 and for the first time also at Embedded World in
February 2007 in Nuremberg.
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Beckhoff IP 67 I/O modules now
available with EtherNet/IP variant
After implementing EtherNet/IP in the IP 20 I/O world with the BK9105 Bus Coupler, Beckhoff now also offers a solution for more demanding operating conditions: With the latest extension of the Fieldbus Box family, EtherNet/IP users
worldwide can now benefit from one of the most comprehensive IP 67 product
ranges available. The IL230x-B905 modules are offered with ø8, M8 or M12 signal connections.
EtherNet/IP is a globally accepted industrial communication network based on
the common transport protocols TCP/IP and UDP/IP (standard). It thus forms a
broad basis for effective industrial data communication that is supported by a
wide range of manufacturers. EtherNet/IP extends Ethernet with an advanced industrial protocol (CIP, Common Industrial Protocol) as the application layer for automation applications. EtherNet/IP was specified by the ODVA, which also acts as
user organization for the DeviceNet and ControlNet fieldbus networks.

PROFINET Bus Coupler BK9103
The new BK9103 Bus Coupler allows PROFINET users to use the
versatile Beckhoff I/O system with more than 200 different
signal types.

In addition to a wide range of PROFIBUS products, Beckhoff now also
supports PROFINET, an Industrial Ethernet fieldbus. The BK9103 Bus
Coupler integrates the modular Bus Terminal system as a slave in the
PROFINET network. The BK9103 features an integrated 2-port Ethernet
Switch, which enables flexible topology configuration. For example, the
I/O nodes can be configured with a line topology, instead of the traditional star topology. This reduces the wiring effort in many applications,
leading to a significant reduction in installation costs.
The BK9103 Bus Coupler supports PROFINET RT. It is addressed via a
DIP switch meaning that the BK9103 does not require a memory card
for storing the address name, and no additional configuration software
is required.
The BK9103 also offers comprehensive diagnostics functions without
additional tools: A total of 12 LEDs provide status information such as
simple voltage display, Ethernet port status, and various other parameters such as connection status and PROFINET communication status.

www.beckhoff.com/busterminal

A standardized d-coded M12 socket is used for the connection between EtherNet/IP and the Fieldbus Box, forming a secure connection system that has been
tried and tested in industry. Potential confusion of the connectors or cables with
sensor or other fieldbus connections is avoided through coding. Up to 120
Extension Box modules can be connected via the integrated IP-Link connection.
In addition to digital input, output and combined solutions, analog and special
signals are also available. The fully sealed and rugged boxes can be installed in
almost any industrial environment without additional control cabinets.

www.beckhoff.com/fieldbusbox
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Liqiang Liang, chief representative of
Beckhoff China, during the opening address.

Beckhoff China:
Headquarters relocation
to Shanghai
The headquarters of Beckhoff’s representation in China has
moved from Beijing to Shanghai. The new office was officially opened at a “housewarming party” on 8 November
2006, to which customers and partners had been invited.
The new 1,000 m 2 head office of Beckhoff China is situated in the Shanghai Shibei industrial estate at Pu Xi and

offers adequate space for sales, support, service and marketing. The headquarters also offers a training room and an
exhibition space where customers and visitors can familiarize themselves with the complete range of Beckhoff
products.
The housewarming event was opened by Liqiang Liang,
chief representative of Beckhoff China: “Beckhoff has now
been represented with its own offices in China for more
than five years. Rapid growth necessitated the expansion
of our head office. Shanghai is China’s main industrial metropolis. From here the Chinese Beckhoff team will expand
sales activities further. The Beijing office will be retained as
a branch office.”

Beckhoff China
Headquarters
Beckhoff Automation GmbH
5th Floor
No. 163 Jiang Chang San Road
Shanghai Shibei
Industrial New Zone
Shanghai, 200436
P. R. China
Phone: +86 21 66312666
Fax:
+86 21 66315696
info@beckhoff.com.cn
www.beckhoff.com.cn

Beckhoff West Coast Technical Center in
San Diego, California

Beckhoff branch
expands in
California

Due to increased demand for technical
training and product support from
Beckhoff customers in southern California, in February 2007 the West Coast
Technical Center of Beckhoff Automation relocated from Carlsbad, California,
to San Diego. This new office in San
Diego’s scenic Sorrento Valley features
a sales center and a training center.
“Moving the West Coast Technical
Center to San Diego is a response to

the rapidly accelerating business activity we’re experiencing in southern
California,” said Ed Schultz, West Region Manager, Beckhoff Automation.
“Now that we’ve created a strategically
stronger presence in San Diego, Beckhoff’s West Coast Team can continue to
intensify development in other major
manufacturing regions in California.”

Beckhoff Automation LLC
West Coast Technical Center
5820 Oberlin Drive, Suite 111
San Diego, CA 92121
USA
Phone: +1 858 546-1111
Fax:
+1 858 546-1112
west.sales@beckhoff.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Beckhoff PC Fieldbus Cards
with Mini PCI interface

Consolidated fieldbus
know-how
Mini PCI cards for PROFIBUS, CANopen, DeviceNet, SERCOS interface and Ethernet enhance the Beckhoff PC Fieldbus Card range.
Like the standard PCI cards, the interfaces are optimized for fast
controllers and real-time tasks.

Ligna+ Hanover 2007

The new generation of Beckhoff Industrial PCs, including the C69xx control
cabinet PCs and the CP62xx or CP72xx Control Panel PCs, is extremely compact. With each device featuring two Ethernet ports, they represent high-performance Industrial PCs for Ethernet- and EtherCAT-based control applications. The IPCs can optionally be extended with Mini PCI cards, or with fieldbus technology.
In combination with the Ethernet Mini PCI cards the Industrial PCs have available a third Ethernet port with 10 Mbit/s, 100 Mbit/s or 1,000 Mbit/s. While
the 100 Mbit/s Ethernet port offers optimum performance for all EtherCAT
control tasks, a gigabit port is available for connecting the higher-level
network.
The power of the fieldbus cards can be most easily seen in combination with
the TwinCAT software PLC and NC. But other applications also benefit from
the intelligent PCI cards that handle the fieldbus protocol efficiently on their
own processors. The bus interface is not implemented on the fieldbus card,
but separately in the respective housing (device-specific). The fieldbus cards
are optionally obtainable with 128 kbyte NOVRAM.
The NOVRAM memory module, for fail-safe storage of process data, is separately available with Mini PCI interface (128 kbyte, 256 kbyte and 512 kbyte).

“The world of wood” is the new lead theme for the 11th Ligna+ trade fair, which
runs in Hanover, Germany, from 14 to 18 May 2007. The event is expected to attract 1,800 exhibitors from over 40 countries, who will present the latest innovations and trends in woodworking machinery, forestry technology, wood-based
materials and construction. This year’s Ligna+ will once again be the international
meeting place for the timber industry.
Beckhoff will show their PC-based automation solutions for the timber industry
in Hall 19, Booth D20. The combination of Industrial PC, Windows operating system and TwinCAT PLC/NC software forms an integrated control platform for a
range of woodworking machinery involved in the production process. Software
modules can replace dedicated hardware components on a standardized PC platform. Examples are: NC PTP axis control, cam plates and camshaft controller, flying saw or CNC module and linear path control. Open interfaces enable interfacing with visualization, MDE/PDC, CAD/CAM, drill optimization, etc.

www.ligna.de

TectoYou | Promotion of young talent
at Hanover Fair
Another highlight at Hanover Fair 2007 is the TectoYou initiative: In Germany today,
fewer and fewer young people are interested in a technical career. For several companies, this results in a lack of new recruits, and for young people the loss of a potential
professional perspective. The new TectoYou initiative aims to actively counteract this
trend with a range of targeted information and activities.
The aim is to steer the interest of young people back towards careers in technology
sectors by highlighting relevant prospects for the future and opportunities – through
interesting campaigns and direct dialog between the youth and the people behind the
technology and the industry. Beckhoff participates in this initiative and has invited
pupils from six different schools from the Gütersloh/Verl region to Hanover. Automation

www.beckhoff.com/fieldbuscards

technology can be experienced ‘live’ with Beckhoff in Hall 9.
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Compact CP72xx Panel PC with IP 65 protection

The intelligent, “all-in-one” Panel PC
With the new CP72xx Panel PC Beckhoff extends the successful “Economy” range with a high-performance Panel PC for
mounting arm installation. In addition to Control Panels, Panel PCs and Industrial PCs for control cabinet installation, “Economy” users now also have a compact, powerful and price-optimized PC controller for direct machine installation.

A modern machine controller must meet a wide range of requirements. It should
offer high performance and be compact, flexible and cost-effective, without neglecting the typical basic industrial requirements such as robustness and longterm availability. If the controller also has to be integrated directly in the operator terminal, which can be installed wherever it is required – i.e. independent of
the control cabinet – the question arises as to how all these requirements can be
met in a single device.
With the new CP72xx Panel PC, Beckhoff offers a mounting arm Industrial PC that
was specially developed for these requirements. The new CP72xx features all-

around IP 65 protection and an integrated mounting arm adapter for demanding
application directly at the machine. The attractive aluminum case in its slimline
design, with a 31/2" motherboard from Beckhoff with Intel® Celeron® M oder
Pentium® M processor, features high-performance components and, with a housing depth of only 94 mm, offers uniquely compact dimensions for this performance class. During the second half of the year, this performance will be enhanced
even further with the introduction of new Beckhoff motherboards with
Intel® CoreTM Duo architecture.
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special functions can be integrated. With its optional push-button extensions, the
CP72xx replaces the operator control panel of the machine and becomes a
dynamic, multi-functional command center.
The add-on PC integrated at the rear of the Control Panel comes with a 1.5 GHz
Intel® Celeron® M processor and can optionally be equipped with Intel® Pentium®
M processors up to 1.8 GHz – and in the future even with Intel® Core™ Duo or
Core™2 Duo processors up to 2.16 GHz. 256 MB of DDR RAM are available as
standard. For demanding applications, the RAM can be extended up to 2 GB.
Innovative housing design
The new Panel PC, which can be operated at ambient temperatures up to 45 °C,
is cooled via cooling fins located between the Control Panel and the add-on PC.
A fan inside the enclosed housing ensures that the heat is distributed evenly. The
case features an integrated, rotating and swiveling mounting arm adapter that
enables suspended mounting or installation on a stand. The CP72xx connection
cables are routed directly through the mounting arm.

Advanced performance in
temperature-resistant housing

The right front for each application
The CP72xx Panel PC consists of a Control Panel and an integrated, high-performance Industrial PC. The large variety of Control Panels alone results in 38 variants of the new IP 65 Panel PC. The CP72xx can be supplied with 12", 15" or 19"
TFT displays, optionally with touch screen or touch pad. A wide range of front designs are available, including simple displays without keys, front panels with function keys or numeric keyboard, or full alphanumeric keyboard including special
PLC keys. Customized front membranes can also be provided. The appearance of
the Panel PC can be adapted to the customer’s corporate design or further

The new CP72xx Panel PC features a motherboard developed
by Beckhoff that was optimized for the specific requirements
of advanced machine control. The optimized form factor enables a slimline PC housing. All temperature-relevant components of motherboards are located on one side – the same
applies to the power supply. This means that all components
can be positioned directly at the cooling fins. Through clever
arrangement of the cooling fins, the add-on PC has a very low
depth of only 65 mm. The housing of the new Panel PC offers
all-round IP 65 protection and can be operated at ambient
temperatures up to 45 °C.
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The Industrial PC connections (up to six) with IP 65 connectors are positioned in
the large wiring space and are easily accessible. The connection section can be
opened quickly without having to remove the device from the mounting arm. Due
to its two independent Ethernet interfaces the CP72xx is ideally suited as a compact central processing unit for an EtherCAT control system. A Gigabit port is
available for the connection to the higher-level network.

User-friendly Panel PC
The housing of the new CP72xx Panel PC was designed
with clear structure and operation- and maintenance-friendly configuration in mind. The integrated, speed-controlled
fan is easily accessible and removable from outside via a
detachable plate. Compact Flash cards, hard disks and the
battery can also be accessed easily in the same way.
Mounting arm installation is straightforward: The CP72xx
can be installed at the mounting arm unwired – the rotating and swiveling mounting arm adapter enables suspended
installation or installation on a stand. Once the device is
safely mounted, the cables are routed through the mounting arm. The cables are connected with the Panel PC via waterproof IP 65 connectors. All terminals are located in a spacious wiring space so that the CP72xx allows convenient
and application-oriented commissioning.

The CP72xx series Panel PCs are supplied with a 24 V DC power supply unit, optionally with integrated uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and an external battery pack. In its basic configuration the Panel PC is offered with Windows CE. With
a larger Compact Flash card Windows XP Embedded can be installed as an
option and with a hard disk Windows XP Professional can be installed. With the
introduction of the new Intel® Core™ Duo processor generation the new
Windows Vista operating system is available on request.
Straightforward integration of conventional fieldbuses
The CP72xx features a free Mini PCI slot. If the free slot is used for a Beckhoff
Mini PCI fieldbus card, the CP72xx becomes a high-performance master for conventional fieldbus systems such as PROFIBUS, CANopen or DeviceNet. As a further option, a Mini PCI fieldbus card with a third Ethernet port can be used. In
this way, it is even possible to create a redundant EtherCAT configuration. With
EtherCAT as a fast higher-level network, existing fieldbus structures can be integrated as sub-bus.
The optional plug-in card with NOVRAM offers a further option for utilizing the
free Mini PCI slot. With this card the user has up to 512 KB of fail-safe data storage available.
The new CP72xx Panel PC meets all requirements for advanced machine control.
Through its intelligent housing construction and the innovative motherboard design, the CP72xx enters a new performance class for this form factor.

www.beckhoff.com/cp72xx
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TwinCAT and Industrial PCs
support CoreTM Duo processors

TwinCAT, the dynamic automation software from Beckhoff, can now handle demanding control tasks even more efficiently. By supporting the
multi-core architecture of the new Intel® CoreTM Duo processors,
TwinCAT economically enables fast and powerful automation solutions
with optimized operating conditions.

High-end CPU technology
In its basic configuration, the new CP72xx Panel PC features
a 1.5 GHz Intel® Celeron® M processor. If required the Panel
PC can be equipped with Intel® Pentium® M technology up
to 1.8 GHz. Together with the 855 chipset and the ICH4
south bridge, the CP72xx offers excellent performance
characteristics.
During the second half of 2007, an ultra-high-speed control
version of the CP72xx will be released: Through the introduction of Intel® CoreTM Duo- und CoreTM 2 Duo processors in
combination with a 945 chipset and an ICH7R south bridge
with RAID, the CP72xx will achieve even better performance. TwinCAT, the automation software from Beckhoff,
already supports the multicore technology of the new Intel®
processor generation and ensures full utilization of the
available processing capacity.

Intel® CoreTM Duo processors feature two
computation kernels in one processor
case. This technology enables multitasking
and improves the throughput in multithread applications. Intel® CoreTM Duo
processors offer up to 40 % higher performance compared with conventional
desktop processors. At the same time they
benefit from lower power consumption
and heat generation, making CoreTM Duo processors ideal for demanding
PC-based control applications.
TwinCAT, the real-time control software for machine and building automation,
supports the multi-core architecture of the current CoreTM Duo and CoreTM2 Duo
processors. The TwinCAT automation software was programmed to utilize one of
the computation kernels of the CoreTM Duo processor as a “real-time kernel”.
This kernel handles all control tasks, while TwinCAT makes any unused kernel CPU
time available for general Windows tasks in order to optimize PC performance.
The second computation kernel, which is not used by TwinCAT, is fully available
for Windows and therefore offers sufficient reserve capacity even for performance-hungry user interfaces in large automation applications. Consistent utilization of multi-core technology results in a control architecture that enables automation tasks to be executed with even higher speed and reliability, independent of the processor load from other Windows programs.
The range of Industrial PCs from Beckhoff already includes a number of computers with CoreTM Duo and CoreTM2 Duo processors. CB1051 motherboards developed by Beckhoff are used in standard computers such as the C6140 or C5102
types with ATX motherboard. During 2007 Beckhoff will expand CoreTM Duo technology to its whole IPC range, so that compact PCs with slot card motherboard
or 3.5" motherboard, panel PCs and DIN rail mountable Embedded PCs from the
new CX1030 range will be available with state-of-the-art processor performance.

www.beckhoff.com/twincat
www.beckhoff.com/ipc
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The CX series grows into an even
bigger family
In April 2002 the first Beckhoff Embedded PC was launched at the Hanover Fair and started its successful advance through the world of IT and automation. PCs from the CX series are now used worldwide and offer a
high-performance and modular alternative to IPCs, PLCs and Motion Controllers. Five years on, the system has
grown into an extended family with six different CPU types.

The Embedded PC range from Beckhoff
has been extended with three new highperformance devices. The range now
enables even more precise adaptation of
the control system to the task in hand.
The existing CX9000, CX1000 and
CX1020 devices are complemented by
the new CX9010, CX1010 and CX1030
models that offer higher-performance
CPUs with maximum hardware and
software compatibility with the earlier
models.

Embedded PC CX9010

Embedded PC CX1010

The only difference between the CX9010 and the CX9000 is a faster 533 MHz
CPU. Like in the CX9000 it is an ARM-based Intel® CPU with XScale® technology,
and Windows CE is used as the operating system. All system interfaces of the
CX9010 are identical with the CX9000 interfaces. The CX9010 controller is always
equipped with a heat sink, regardless of whether a DVI/USB interface is installed.
The CX9010 is fully software-compatible with the CX9000, while the CX9010 has
higher memory capacity with 32 MB internal flash and 128 MB RAM.

The CX1010 is the successor model of the CX1000. The latter continues to be
available, although for new projects the CX1010 is recommended. With integral
256 MB RAM and higher clock frequency (500 MHz) than the CX1000, the
CX1010 is suitable for Windows XP Embedded or Windows CE applications. The
system interfaces have been extended compared with the CX1000. The new model supports up to four serial RS232 or RS485 interfaces. In contrast to the CX1000,
the CX1010 is EtherCAT-capable via the CX1100-0004 power supply unit.
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The table provides an overview of embedded controllers:
Embedded PCs
CPU
Clock frequency Memory
CX9000
Intel® IXP420
266 MHz
16/32 MB flash (internal),
64/128 MB RAM
CX9010
Intel® IXP420
533 MHz
32 MB flash (internal),
128 MB RAM
CX1000
AMD Geode SC2200 266 MHz
64 MB flash (external CF),
64/128 MB RAM
CX1010
AMD Geode LX800
500 MHz
64 MB flash (external CF),
64/128 MB RAM K-Bus,
®
®
CX1020
Intel Celeron M
1,0 GHz
64 MB flash (external CF),
256 MB RAM
CX1030
Intel® Pentium® M
1,8 GHz
64 MB flash (external CF),
256 MB RAM

I/O
K-bus, E-bus
K-bus, E-bus
K-bus, IP-Link
K-bus, E-bus, IP-Link
K-bus, E-bus, IP-Link
K-bus, E-bus, IP-Link

Embedded PC CX1030
The CX1030 is equipped with a 1.8 GHz
Intel® Pentium® M and is now the most
powerful device in the Beckhoff Embedded PC range. Apart from the fan tray
(which is required due to the higher
processor performance), the CX1030
and CX1020 feature identical hardware
and software.
The CX1030 basic CPU module offers
Pentium® M power on a DIN rail. The
CPU is cooled via the cooling module
and an easily exchangeable fan cartridge located on the underside of the
heat sink. The high-quality fan is supported by dual ball bearings and is
mounted in a tray so that it can be replaced in the field without tools or
wiring, if required. The fan speed is monitored and can be queried via software.
The passive cooling module is included
in the scope of supply.
In addition to the CPU and chipset, the
CX1030 module also contains the RAM,
which is available in different sizes: 256
MB DDR RAM as standard, expandable
to 512 MB or 1 GB. The controller boots
from the Compact Flash.
The basic configuration of the CX1030 includes a 64 MB Compact Flash card and
two Ethernet RJ 45 interfaces. These are connected to an internal switch and offer a simple option for creating a line topology without the need for additional
Ethernet Switches.
The operating system can be Windows CE or Windows XP Embedded. In contrast
to the CX1010, the CX1030 can also be used for interpolating axis movements
with TwinCAT NC I. The CX1100-0004 power supply unit offers a direct interface

between the CX1030 and the EtherCAT Terminals. The combination of CX1030,
EtherCAT and TwinCAT enables very fast control processes in the sub-millisecond
range (eXtreme Fast Machine Control).
www.beckhoff.com/cx
estimated market release 2nd quarter 2007
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Beckhoff takes full advantage of new Embedded operating system from Microsoft

Automation technology is reinvigorated
with Windows Embedded CE 6.0

The CX1020 Embedded PC from
Beckhoff is optionally supplied with
Windows CE or Windows XP Embedded.

Two years after the publication of Windows CE 5.0, Microsoft has released Version 6 of its real-time operating system.
By naming it Windows Embedded CE 6.0, Microsoft is distinguishing this version from the familiar mobile version of the operating system.
Windows Embedded CE 6.0 is intended as an operating system for general embedded devices. Ramon Barth, Manager of Software Development
for Systems, HMI and real-time at Beckhoff gives an overview about the far-reaching technical changes in the 6th generation of the operating
system.

Beginning from Hanover Fair 2007 the new Embedded operating system will be
available for the Beckhoff Embedded PCs and Panel PCs. In addition to
fundamental technical innovation it also boosts performance by up to 30 %.
What is new in Windows CE 6.0?
The main innovation of Windows CE 6.0 is the actual operating system kernel.
Compared with version 5.0, Windows CE 6.0 features a fully revised operating
system architecture with the result that each process now has up to 2 GB of address space available (previously 32 MB). Furthermore, the possible number of

processes increased dramatically from 32 to 32,000. Like its predecessors, Windows CE 5.0 was based on a 32 MB memory slot concept and the overall architecture is mapped to 32 possible memory slots (32 processes). Extension of the
system limits required a re-design of the kernel.
Notwithstanding the far-reaching modifications, Windows CE 6.0 still offers hard
real-time capability. In certain configurations even better jitter values have been
measured compared to Windows CE 5.0. For a 1 GHz Intel® Celeron® M processor in a CX1020 Embedded PC from Beckhoff, a maximum jitter of 2 µs was measured in the ISR (interrupt service routine).
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In the IST (interrupt service thread) – i.e. after processing by the operating
system – the maximum jitter was 8 µs.
New software version provides more processing power
In CE 6.0, the device drivers now operate in the same address space and with the
same access rights as the operating system kernel, similar to Windows XP. This
leads to improved interrupt response times and also speeds up operating system
calls. In practice this change results in higher network communication data
throughput, for example, and offers ideal preconditions for higher graphics performance. However, there is no light without shadow: Unstable device drivers can
impair the operating system kernel and cause the overall system to crash.
Windows CE 6.0 therefore offers a User Mode Driver Framework for running
device drivers separate from the kernel in their own address space, although with
certain performance implications. Should this driver crash, only the functionality
of the driver is affected – not the rest of the system. This functionality is configured via the registry and is subject to associated user rights. In this way a system
designer can create the best combination of stability and performance for their
respective automation system.
Convenient development tools
A further substantial innovation is the development tool (Platform Builder) for
setting up Windows CE 6.0 systems. The previously independent development environment has become a Visual Studio 2005 component. All Windows development tools have been consolidated in Visual Studio. The Windows CE kernel debugger is also integrated in VS and works in the same way as the debugger for
Win32 or .NET applications. Through the integration into a development environment, the developers can debug any component, including Win32 applications, driver functions or the kernel, for example. This makes for convenient development with short turnaround times. The new ARM-based Device Emulator enables the full development cycle to be completed without target hardware. Optimized communication channels (DMA transport) increase communication speed
between Visual Studio and the Device Emulator. An evaluation version of the complete package, including the kernel source code, can be downloaded free of

charge from the Internet so that interested developers can experience the functionality without facing a significant initial hurdle.
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 comes complete with compilers that meet current
standards. Through the integration of Platform Builders in VS 2005, Windows CE
developers benefit from the front end of these compilers. The Platform Builder
plug-in includes the compiler back-ends required for cross-development of the
processor architectures supported by Windows CE (ARM, x86, MIPS and SH). Advanced Visual Studio editors with syntax highlighting and outlining functionality
facilitate code input by developers and improve transparency. The Team Suite version of VS 2005 offers additional tools for version and development control. In
conjunction with the MS Team Foundation Server, Visual Studio effectively supports team-based software development. Beyond the integration in Visual Studio,
PB 6.0 offers new useful tools such as Run-Time Image Viewer, Reg-File Editor and
Bib-File Editor. The Run-Time Image Viewer enables the analysis of binary CE images and the comparison of different versions. In addition, files contained in the
image can be extracted.
Vast improvements for file storage
With the new exFAT file system, Windows CE 6.0 addresses growing demands relating to persistent data storage. exFAT removes existing storage limitations and
is able to execute secure file operations. It supports file sizes in excess of 4 GB
(the theoretical exFAT limit is 264 compared with 232 with FAT32) and is supported by Windows Vista. In addition to overcoming existing size limitations, further
exFAT development aims were maximum expandability and optimization for flash
media (minimization of access to the storage medium). The simplicity of FAT was
to be maintained in the interest of implementability.
The mobile CellCore component was implemented in Embedded CE. CellCore provides the software infrastructure and drivers for mobile data and voice communication. SMS, SIM, telephony and WAP are offered as services or APIs. In practice this means that an Embedded Windows CE device can exchange data with
the outside world via GSM without an external modem, provided that suitable
hardware is available. The technology is used in telecontrol and other areas of
application.

Windows CE 6.0 Memory Model

Windows CE 5.0 Memory Model

2 GB Kernel Space

Kernel

Shared Memory
Slot 33
Slot 32
Slot 31
Single 2 GB VM
for all Processes

Comparison of the address space under
Windows CE 5.0 and 6.0

..
.

Slot 6
Slot 5 – Services.exe
Slot 4 – GWES.exe
Slot 3 – Device.exe
Slot 2 – Filesys.exe
Slot 1 – ROM DLLs
Slot 0 – Execution

2 GB Kernel Space

32 Slots for
Processes
2 GB per Process
Execution Slot and
Shared DLL Slot

Kernel Filesystem
GWES Drivers
Kernel
User VM Memory
Mapped files
User DLLs
Process Code
User VM

32 K
Processes
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Debugging in Windows Embedded CE 6.0

Full Windows CE kernel available as source code
Together with Windows CE 6.0, Microsoft has published the whole source code
of the Windows CE kernel. It can be downloaded with the evaluation version of
Windows CE from the Microsoft server. In combination with the integrated kernel debugger, the source code can be very helpful during software development.
Through an extended license agreement, Microsoft allows the source code to be
changed and used in products without an obligation from the user to disclose any
modifications. As a result, external know-how is protected.
Differentiation vis-à-vis Windows XP and Windows Vista
When it comes to support for general commercially available hardware (graphics
cards, frame grabbers, printers, etc.), the user still has to take a closer look at
Version 6 of Windows CE. If possible, Windows CE should be used in (embedded)
systems with defined hardware configuration. In applications where flexibility in
terms of hardware and software is required, a Desktop version of Windows may
well be the better choice.
In addition, Windows CE is not suitable for standard Windows programs developed for Desktop Windows. For reasons of footprint reduction, Windows CE 6.0
only offers a subset of the Win32 API. This means that programs must be developed and compiled for Windows CE. However, the close relationship to the “big”
Windows versions greatly simplifies parallel development for both worlds.
What are the benefits for automation technology?
Windows CE 6.0 enables the full utilization of the performance potential of an
advanced 32-bit CPU. At the same time the system requirements for the application of Windows CE have hardly changed. This means excellent scalability, rang-

ing from small 32-bit controllers (provided they have MMU) with low-capacity
flash or RAM memory to full-grown, high-performance IPCs. A standardized operating system is thus available for a wide range of applications, from simple PLC
controllers to memory-hungry visualization systems.
Visual Studio 2005 features integrated, advanced and convenient development
tools that speed up software development and simplify troubleshooting. Relatively low unit costs and low one-off cost for commercially available development
tools are further benefits for automation applications where low initial costs and
short development times often are prerequisites for small or medium-sized production runs.
Practical application in Beckhoff products
With the Embedded PC and Panel product range, Beckhoff fully embraces Microsoft Embedded operating systems. The relationship within the Windows family supports consistent scalability of Beckhoff products. Thanks to an identical code
basis, almost all functions of Beckhoff TwinCAT automation systems based on an
IPC under Windows XP or Vista are also available on an ARM-based DIN rail PC,
albeit with reduced performance.
The new kernel and driver architecture of Windows CE 6.0 offers up to 30% higher performance compared with Windows CE 5.0. For example, a real-time application created in C++ can access the TwinCAT I/O API in a 100 µs cycle under
Windows CE and take full advantage of the performance of advanced CPUs using EtherCAT. Beckhoff offers software components, such as an IEC 61131-based
Soft PLC and Soft Motion controller for up to 5-axis CNC, to expand automation
systems as required. A comprehensive collection of IEC 61131 function blocks
complements the automation package.
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Further intensification of
the technology partnership
between Microsoft and
Beckhoff

Microsoft nominates Beckhoff as Windows Embedded Gold Partner
As part of the Windows Embedded Partner program Microsoft awarded Beckhoff the status of Gold Partner. Gold status
is the highest and most exclusive level of the Microsoft partner program – in Europe there are only 14 companies who have been
awarded Embedded Gold status.

To qualify as Microsoft Windows Embedded Gold Partners, companies have
to demonstrate above-average know-how and first rate embedded technology knowledge. Only companies offering specialized knowledge qualify
for this partner status. With its PC-based control technology, Beckhoff can
boast long-standing experience and advanced technologies in the embedded segment. The TwinCAT automation software enables real-time control
systems to be realized under Windows XP Embedded and Windows CE.
EtherCAT, the real-time Ethernet technology developed by Beckhoff, is
successfully deployed in combination with Windows operating systems.
Beckhoff uses embedded operating systems in IPCs for different performance classes – products include modular Embedded PCs, compact Panel
PCs, and traditional Industrial PCs.
For Beckhoff the nomination as Windows Embedded Gold Partner is confirmation of the successful cooperation with Microsoft. “Microsoft and
Beckhoff have already been cooperating in the area of technology develMicrosoft congratulates Beckhoff on achieving “Gold Partnership” status: from left: Ilya
Bukshteyn (Director Embedded Marketing),
Manoj Rami (Senior Marketing Manager, Mobile & Embedded Devices Group), both Microsoft Corporation; Stefan Hoppe (Program
Manager HMI and System Connectivity) and
Ramon Barth (Systems & HMI Software Development Director), Beckhoff.

opment for several years. This cooperation has been a significant factor for
the success of our PC-based New Automation Technology”, said Hans Beckhoff, managing director of Beckhoff Automation GmbH. “As a Gold Partner
we gain even more intensive access to Microsoft technologies. This enables
optimum integration of Beckhoff automation products into the ‘Microsoft
world’. In addition, we can direct Microsoft’s focus towards the requirements of industrial control technology. This partnership will therefore continue to drive the technological convergence between IT and automation
technology.”
“The partnership leads to a significant increase in product development
speed”, said Hans Beckhoff. “As an example, we were able to present a preview of the new Windows CE 6.0 operating system running on our Embedded PCs at SPS/IPC/DRIVES in Germany at the end of November. Conversely, Microsoft utilizes the experience with PC-based control technology to optimize its products for the requirements of automation.”
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BK1250 “Compact” Coupler between E-bus and K-bus Terminals

Signal variety increased
The BK1250 “Compact” Coupler integrates the worlds of Bus Terminals and EtherCAT Terminals. This “Bus Coupler in Bus Terminal format” converts the E-bus signal for the K-bus. The whole range of Bus Terminals can therefore be utilized easily and
cost-effectively in the EtherCAT system.

The BK1250 coupler
connects the Bus Terminals and the EtherCAT
Terminals. The whole
range of Bus Terminals
can therefore be utilized easily and cost-effectively in the
EtherCAT system.

For the EtherCAT real-time Ethernet system, Beckhoff offers the
user two I/O systems, i.e. the Bus Terminal and the EtherCAT Terminal system. From the outside and in terms of mechanical configuration both are almost identical. The differences are internal,
i.e. in the signal and protocol processing. The EtherCAT Terminals
are specially designed for the high performance and flexible
topology of EtherCAT. On the hardware side, the modular
EtherCAT I/O system with IP 20 protection is based on the case
of the reliable Bus Terminal system. In contrast to Bus Terminals,
where the fieldbus signal is converted within the Bus Coupler to
the internal, fieldbus-independent Terminal Bus (K-bus), the
EtherCAT protocol is fully maintained right up to the individual
terminals.

The BK1250 enables mixed application of EtherCAT Terminals
(ELxxxx) and standard Bus Terminals (KLxxxx) in a bus station. It
allows implementation of compact and cost-effective control solutions. The wide range of more than 300 available Bus Terminals
(incl. special terminals) can thus be optimally combined with the
communication speed and large bandwidth of EtherCAT Terminals.
www.beckhoff.com/BK1250

estimated market release 3rd quarter 2007
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Analysis tool for Industrial Ethernet applications

ET2000: Industrial Ethernet
multichannel probe
Network monitors are indispensable tools for implementing fieldbus and Industrial Ethernet devices. They are generally not
required for users – the built-in diagnostic options should suffice – although in the event of timing problems or potential
protocol discrepancies, it may be necessary to use trace tools for logging bus traffic.

With traditional fieldbuses special interfaces are
required for tapping into data traffic. With Industrial Ethernet systems one expects to be able to
record Ethernet frames via any Ethernet interface.
Any notebook should be able to handle this task
without additional hardware, although this approach
reaches limits with real-time Ethernet systems.
In switch-based solutions the situation is particularly
tricky, because switches only forward the frames to the
respective target port. This means that no point in the
network offers a complete message overview. Even in a
situation where a managed switch is used and all frames
are additionally copied to a monitoring port for recording, the
dynamic response is distorted by the switch. This means that
timing analyses are only possible to a limited extent, especially
since the Ethernet drivers for most operating systems are not suitable for
high-precision time stamping of the recorded telegram frames.
Hub-based technologies contain the entire data traffic in each network segment, although the temporal relationships are topology-dependent due to
hub delays. For a detailed analysis of bus timing, synchronized recording has
to take place at several points within the network.
EtherCAT offers attractive preconditions in this context, because the delay per
device is extremely small by comparison. In addition, only a few frames are
in transit thanks to dynamic processing and the frames are visible in the
whole network. For device developers it may be desirable to analyze the data stream before and after a device.

With the ET2000 multichannel probe, Beckhoff
introduces a versatile piece of hardware for analyzing any Industrial Ethernet solution. With
eight ports, this device enables unlimited
synchronized recording of up to four independent channels at a speed of 10 or 100
Mbit/s. All real-time Ethernet standards
such as EtherCAT, PROFINET, etc. as
well as conventional office Ethernet
networks are supported.
Through its compact and rugged design, the ET2000 is ideal both for local application on machines or in the laboratory. The four
channels enable recording and analysis of separate networks
or different points within the same network. All frames in transit – in both
directions – are furnished with a high-precision timestamp in the probe hardware and copied to the Gbit uplink port. The high timestamp resolution of
1 ns enables very precise timing analysis of the connected network segments.
The ET2000 probe is transparent for the connected buses. Thanks to the low
cycle delay of < 1 µs, the influence on the system is very small.
The device can be connected to any Gbit Ethernet interfaces on the PC side.
It is supplied with a Windows driver based on the open WinPcap software interface. This means that the versatile ET2000 probe can be used with freely
available network monitors such as Wireshark (Ethereal) or with special tools
such as the EtherCAT analyzer.
estimated market release 3rd quarter 2007
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The safety solution for EtherCAT

Advanced communication systems not only offer deterministic transmission of control information, they also enable
transfer of safety-relevant data over the same medium. The solution for EtherCAT is based on the Safety over
EtherCAT protocol.

“The machine design is ready!” Mr. Almostsafe says, pleased. However,
his colleague, Mr. Safe points out that for CE conformity, “...the manufacturer is obliged to carry out a risk analysis in order to determine all
risks associated with the machine...” Mr. Almostsafe is therefore required
to extend the safety measures on his machine following a risk analysis.
This example reflects common attitudes towards functional machine safety today. Safety functions are developed separately from automation
functions and only integrated into the machine concept at a later stage.
This often leads to cumbersome and inflexible solutions that may even restrict machine operation. In addition, with a safety function that limits the
functionality of the machine, there is always a risk that the user will cir-

cumvent the function, thereby making it ineffective and unsafe.
Safety sensors such as light curtains, safety door monitoring devices or
two-hand control units are generally monitored via a number of evaluation devices, which themselves have an effect on the safe outputs via inflexible relay logic. Redundant mains and/or motor contactors are installed in the drive cables so that they can be controlled moment-free for
switching off dangerous motion.
However, there is a trend in a new direction: Intelligent safety solutions in
the automation components and communication systems enable integration of safety technology into the machine design. In the sphere of safe-
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Conventional safety technology compared with advanced machine
concepts with integrated safety function

ty sensors these are safety devices that already integrate functional extensions
such as muting. Recent developments include camera-based sensor systems with
spatial monitoring functions that enable new operator/machine interaction options for area protection. For the evaluation and safety logic – in addition to
“large” safety controllers – small, local logic devices are already offered that are
scalable to suit the respective task. Inflexible relay logic thus becomes a thing of
the past. Drive technology also offers integrated safety functions for fast stopping
of the drive with short response time, and for safe monitoring of functions such
as safe velocity limitation.
One of the factors enabling this kind of integration is safe data communication
between components. Safe transfer is specified in the Safety over EtherCAT
protocol described below.

The standards world also started addressing the new circumstances as a basic
prerequisite and enables determination of the safety level for software-based,
programmable safety devices (see IEC 61508, IEC 62061, ISO 13849).
The benefits:
| Seamless integration of the security safety concept into the machine design
| No separate development tools for standard and safety application
| Simple handling and transparent safety functions
| Very good diagnostic options for the safety functions
| Single communication system for control and safety information
| No performance limitations in terms of real-time and determinism
| Flexible expansion options
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Distribution of residual fault rate in a safety system

Safety over EtherCAT software architecture

Safety over EtherCAT
In the interest of realizing safe data communication over EtherCAT, the Safety
over EtherCAT protocol has been disclosed within the EtherCAT Technology
Group (ETG). The following features were crucial in the development of this
protocol:
| Compliance with SIL 3 of IEC 61508
| Safe and non-safe information on the same communication system
| Independence of the protocol from the transfer system and medium
| The length of the safe process data is not restricted by the protocol.
| Very short frame lengths are possible.
| No limitations with regard to transfer speed and cycle time
Compliance with the requirements of IEC 61508 SIL 3 is essential for unrestricted application in industrial automation. For the bus system this means that the
dangerous residual error probability of < 10-9 per hour must be met. This corresponds to 1 % of the residual error rate of ≥ 10-8 to < 10-7 required for SIL 3 in a
system with stringent requirements; the other 99 % are reserved for other safety components such as sensors, safe logic and actuators involved in realizing the
safety function. Incidentally, < 10-9 per hour means that no dangerous error must
occur and remain undetected during continuous operation over 100,000 years.
EtherCAT is used as a single-channel communication system for transferring safe
and non-safe information. The transport medium is regarded as a “black channel”
and not included in safety considerations. A safety frame containing the safe
process data and the required data backup is included in the EtherCAT process
data. This “container” is safely analyzed in the devices at the application level.
Communication remains single-channel. This corresponds to Model A from the Annex of pre-IEC 61784-3. This standard, which is currently being finalized, describes
requirements for the transfer of safety-relevant messages in industrial networks.

Safety over EtherCAT hardware architecture

The calculation of the residual error probability for the Safety over EtherCAT protocol takes no credit from the error detection mechanisms of the communication
system. This means that the protocol can also be transferred via other communication systems. This is utilized, for example, in internal sub-bus systems for modular I/O system components, which have a Bus Coupler for connection to the control bus system and have their own sub-bus for gathering the process image of
the I/O components used. The EtherCAT Bus Coupler can forward the safety frame
without restrictions to the safe I/O terminals via the sub-bus.

Description of the Safety over
EtherCAT technology
A basic principle for testing and certification of bus systems for transferring
safety-relevant messages was first presented in 2000 by the HVBG electrical
engineering committee. The basic testing principle specified in the current version
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With pure time monitoring between producer and consumer, the accumulated delay in a

Master/slave relationship with watchdog; all dangerous delays are safely detected.

network component leads to an undiscovered, dangerous error.

[GS-ET-26] is the basis for the international pre-IEC 61784-3 standard. This standard defines the following error assumptions for such a network: corruption, repetition, interchanging, loss, delay, insertion, masquerading and invalid addressing
of messages. A safety protocol must be able to handle all these errors via suitable
measures, i.e. they must be detected according to the required safety category.
The message delay assumption is particularly relevant for Ethernet-based
systems. The application of non-safety-certified infrastructure components such
as switches or routers creates scope for message delays. Even time monitoring
(watchdog) of arriving messages is not sufficient.
The chart (above) shows a producer/consumer relationship. The consumer monitors cyclic arrival of messages from the producer with the aid of a watchdog. In
the network component, the messages are delayed by Δt in each cycle, which is
not detected by the watchdog. If this delay accumulates over several cycles, the
consumer can no longer detect that a message is outdated beyond the permitted
level. In the worst case, this could mean that an emergency stop request from a
sensor (producer) does not arrive at the drive (consumer) until several minutes
later.
One measure for controlling such errors is the introduction of a global time and
message transfer with a timestamp. However, it should be noted that it may not
necessarily be possible to use a time synchronization mechanism that may already exist in the communication system: The synchronization must additionally
cover the safety protocol level.
Safety over EtherCAT therefore uses a simpler method. A unique master/slave relationship between two devices, the Safety over EtherCAT connection, can ensure
that each device only returns its own new message once a new message has been
received. The complete transfer path between master and slave is thus monitored
in each cycle; accumulation of delay times is eliminated or detected. This enables
very “lean” implementation of the protocol, with moderate requirements in terms
of communication system access, since no hard timings for time synchronization

have to be adhered to. The fact that this may lead to increased data traffic in the
network is non-critical due to the available bandwidth and is not a disadvantage
in practice.
For controlling the other errors, the Safety over EtherCAT protocol also includes:
| A session-number
for detecting buffering of a complete startup sequence.
| A unique connection ID and a unique slave address
for safely detecting misrouted messages via a unique address relationship.
| A CRC checksum
for detecting message corruption from source to sink. In addition, this technique enables interchanging of information within the safety container to be
detected, for example, if the container was split en route. The properness and
suitability of the code and the required independence from the subordinate
communication have been verified.
| A sequence number
for detecting interchange, repetition, insertion or loss of whole messages.
Via suitable procedures, the frame is designed such that a minimum container
length of 6 bytes is sufficient for transferring all error detection and correction information, including one byte of safe process data. Incidentally, the protocol does
not impose any limits regarding the length of safe process data. This means that
safety components with many safe process data are also supported. For example,
in addition to safe state information, a safe drive may also transfer the internally determined safe position, safe speed and/or safe torqueAnd there is no limit
regarding the minimum cycle time of the container. With appropriate selection of
the error detection and correction information, the transfer rate has no influence
on residual error probability for the Safety over EtherCAT protocol.
During startup of a Safety over EtherCAT connection, a state machine is processed
both in the master and in the slave.
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Embedding of the Safety over EtherCAT frame in the EtherCAT process data

master/slave connection

Here too, the focus was on a simple structure in order to make implementation
as simple as possible. State transitions are initiated by the master and acknowledged by the slave. The state also involves exchange and checking of information for the communication relation. The watchdog time is exchanged in the
parameter state, for example. This time is strongly dependent on the transmission link and on the safety devices and therefore has to be configured individually. Safe application parameters can also be transferred from the master to the
slave in this state. This enables safe central data management in the master.
The application parameters can be up to 216 bytes long per connection, which is
sufficient for transferring a configured protective field of a laser scanner, for
example.
The safe output state can only quit in the data state. This state is the normal operating state for exchanging safe input and output data. If one of the devices detects a communication relation error during startup or data exchange, it changes
to reset state, thereby resetting the connection.

Configuration of a Safety over EtherCAT conformance test

Certification
The Safety over EtherCAT protocol has been assessed by German Technical Inspection Agency (TÜV). It is certified as a protocol for transferring process data
between Safety over EtherCAT devices up to SIL 3 according to IEC 61508. The
implementation of the Safety over EtherCAT protocol in a device must meet the
requirements of the safety target. The associated product-specific requirements
must be taken into account.
Any transmission link can be used, including fieldbus systems, Ethernet or similar
transfer routes, optical fiber cables, copper cables, or radio links. There are no restrictions or requirements for Bus Couplers or other devices located along the
transfer route.
A conformance test for supporting implementation of the protocol in devices is
currently being developed. This test is a pure protocol test for checking the behavior of the safety protocol via the communication interface of a test device
(black box test).
The first step is reading the device description file of the test device in order to
determine the possible parameters for the test. Test scripts from a configuration
can then be executed on a standard PC. The test device is subjected to correct
and faulty frames and the response is compared with an expected result. A test
report summarizes the results of the individual test steps.
The test cases are reviewed and approved by a test center and can be used by
the device manufacturer for ensuring conformity with the protocol specification.
The establishment of an independent conformance test laboratory has been proposed. This laboratory will carry out tests and certify conformity. The certification
authority of the device manufacturer is thus able to approve the safety functionality of this protocol. However, the test does not cover the implementation (e.g.
two-channel calculation) of the Safety over EtherCAT protocol. As for safe application of the device, this has to be done by the manufacturer according to the requirements of the safety target of the certifying authority.
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Summary
|

|

|
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|

Safety over EtherCAT describes
the safety protocol for
EtherCAT.
The protocol has no restrictions
with regard to safe process
data length, communication
medium, or transfer rate.
EtherCAT is used as a “black
channel”, i.e. the communication system plays no part in the
safety considerations.
The protocol has been specified
and reviewed and meets the requirements of IEC 61508 SIL 3.
Products offering the Safety
over EtherCAT protocol have
been available since 2005.

Sample application for TwinSAFE system with Safety over EtherCAT protocol

Application example
The safety and functionality of a safe transfer protocol can only be proven through implementation of
the specification in a product. Devices with Safety
over EtherCAT have been available since 2005.
Safety over EtherCAT is therefore one of the first Industrial Ethernet real-time communication systems
supporting a safe protocol.
This application (see example above) utilizes the
benefits of the technology. The safety components
are deployed wherever they are required in the automation system. Scalable local input and output
components can be used in the system. An additional input or output can be extended flexibly using safety and non-safety Bus Terminals as required.
The safety logic is also embedded within the network strand. A standard PLC can thus continue
dealing with control tasks without a safety extension. Safe input and output functions are linked in
the local safety logic in the form of an intelligent,

safe Bus Terminal. This saves the costs otherwise required for an expensive safety PLC and enables
scaling of the logic according to the task at hand.
Only the messages between the Safety over EtherCAT master and the allocated safe slaves are routed
via the non-safe, standard PLC.
Beckhoff currently offers three safe I/O components:
an input terminal with four safe inputs, an output
terminal with four safe outputs, and a Logic Terminal with configurable safety logic and four local
safe outputs. Safety-relevant parameterization of
the devices can be implemented via a safe configuration tool integrated in the standard programming
environment (TwinCAT). Finally, the resulting safe
parameter set is uploaded (password-monitored) to
the safe logic terminal. During each startup, the
Logic Terminal distributes the safe application parameters to the configured input and output terminals. This enables simple exchange of input and output terminals without having to adapt or reload the
configuration.
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MAN IT Services GmbH uses IPC technology from Beckhoff

Technology for the world of automation is strongly driven by the consumer or IT world, although there are
also examples for the reverse route, as demonstrated by MAN: The commercial vehicle, engine and mechanical engineering company utilizes automation know-how for IT tasks, based on consistent application
of robust, high-performance Industrial PCs from Beckhoff close to the production line.

Robust Industrial PCs for IT tasks
The fact that this is no isolated case, but rather a meaningful strategy, is illustrated by Beckhoff’s inaugural presence at CeBIT 2006, the leading trade fair for
developments and trends in the information and communication systems market
worldwide. With their presence as a pure PC and Control Panel supplier, Beckhoff
demonstrated that the company’s components, which are currently predominantly used for machine control in factory automation applications, can also be
used for a wide range of purposes outside the world of automation, for example
for production data acquisition or as an operator interface for building automation.
Industrial components have a range of familiar benefits. In order to be competitive outside the industrial environment, costs have to be kept within a commercially acceptable level.
MAN has recognized the benefits
Beckhoff Industrial PCs and Control Panels are also ideal for applications outside
automation. The MAN Nutzfahrzeuge department, for example, routinely uses
Beckhoff technology for production data acquisition (PDA). The industrial IT sec-

tion of MAN IT Services GmbH (MIT) is responsible for implementing the special
IT requirements in harsh industrial environments. “The technology used in this environment must offer high availability and reliability”, said the industrial IT department, who is responsible for the implementation of Group-wide standardization for industrial components at MIT: “In collaboration with the individual sections we develop standardized solutions for preventing production stoppages.
New projects are realized with the existing, highly available IT infrastructure. The
standardization of IT processes, IT infrastructures and hardware and software
leads to a harmonization and stabilization of industrial IT landscapes within the
individual Group sections. The IT service sectors (i.e. computer centers, networks,
terminal devices) and their operation are brought together at MIT. The aim is to
achieve further cost and performance benefits beyond the existing cooperation
and standardization. In addition, MIT also handles support of Group-wide applications with the same aim.”
“The special requirements in an industrial IT environment need a specific approach regarding the application of standard components and their availability”,
said the industrial IT team. Against this background, an industrial partner with re-
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The MAN Group is one of the leading commercial vehicle, engine and mechanical engineering companies in Europe, with annual turnover of around
13 billion euros and around 50,000 staff worldwide. MAN produces large
trucks, busses, diesel engines, turbomachines and offers industrial services.
The company has leading market positions in all these sectors.
As internal service provider for the MAN Group, MAN IT Services GmbH (MIT)
provides the computer centers, networks and terminal devices required for
IT operations, and support for Group-wide applications. MIT has around 320
staff at 10 locations in Germany and Austria.

liable components and a comprehensive product portfolio is required. “For us it
was important to find not only a partner with the right industrial hardware, but
also an expert who understands the relationship between the systems to be automated – a specialist with knowledge of IT and control systems. Another factor
in our decision in favor of Beckhoff was the strong international presence of the
company.”
Stefan Lorenz, responsible sales representative from the Beckhoff branch in Munich, said: “Based on years of experience with PC-based automation, Beckhoff
understands the challenges of the industrial PC world. Sustainability of the product strategy was also important for MAN IT Services. Long-term availability is one
of the essential benefits of Beckhoff Industrial PCs. The products are available in
the same configuration for many years.”
MAN uses Beckhoff technology at a wide range of different locations all over Europe. “When it comes to industrial IT, Beckhoff has become the Group standard
for the MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG. Five specific IPC types cover the majority of requirements, although Beckhoff also offers solutions for special applications, for
example for the robust production environment in the Nuremberg, Germany
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plant: In this case, the Industrial PCs were upgraded with impact protection and
armored glass for the displays in the harsh industrial environment”, said Stefan
Lorenz.
A standardized combination of an Ethernet Panel with Ethernet Bus Terminal I/O
modules enables efficient and cost-effective realization of MDA/PDA requirements for machine tools in the MAN Group. At the same time dynamic uploads/downloads of NC programs for the machines can take place from a central
location. Ethernet Panels are used as operator interface.
Efficiency thanks to integrated technology
The aim of MIT’s Industrial IT section is Group-wide standardization of industrial
IT components in all MAN sections, taking into account different requirements. In
addition to the traditional office environment, standard industrial components
are used in assembly and manufacturing areas. Different IT standards are used,
depending on the required availability. With this standardization for PC applications, MAN aims to enhance the quality of IT components with associated cost

PC-Control 01 | 2007

optimization through volume bundling and practical maintainability of a standardized range of components.
For the industrial IT team, the specific practical requirements of the individual
MAN Group sections are not a problem when it comes to implementation of the
standardized PC landscape: “Due to the wide range of products they produce, the
individual Group sections have very different practical requirements, although the
requirements in terms of quality, availability, reliability and maintainability of IT
systems are almost identical. While standardization generally involves limitation
to standard devices, flexible implementation of diverse requirements in individual areas was an important decision criteria in the selection of our industrial partner.”
In large truck production, the industrial IT team observes a general trend towards
“networked manufacturing”, i.e. a merger of communication in systems and automation technology with IT infrastructures. The team feels this trend offers potential for standard components and interface harmonization, supported by the
integrated Beckhoff automation system.
MAN succeeded in implementing the much-discussed consolidation of the worlds
of systems and machine automation and the IT and management level in an impressive manner.
MAN IT Services GmbH www.man-mit.com
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Flexible building control technology for KölnTriangle

Building automation reaches the highest level

With a height of 103 m (338 ft) and 29 floors, the “KölnTriangle”, officially opened on the 2nd of September 2006 and is one
of the tallest buildings in Cologne. Due to its height, the building designed by architects Gatermann + Schlossig had become
a political issue from the outset and attracted public attention because of its transparency and unusual ground plan in the
form of a triangle with convex sides.

The aim of this extravagant project was to create an object of superlatives, and not only from the outside, but internally with state-ofthe-art technology for high occupant comfort, flexibility and energy
efficiency. The triangular shape of the KölnTriangle, in conjunction
with its circular core, enables varying room depths with great freedom in the selection of office types: open plan and cellular offices or
combinations thereof are possible. A total area of 640 m2 (6,889 ft2)
is available at each level. Deutsche Bahn and EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency) are among the largest building tenants at present. Levels 27 and 28 are designated for conferences and events. They
offer breathtaking views and on level 28, all the stops were pulled in
terms of building technology. The viewing platform on level 29 is open
to the public.
To account for the differences in climate conditions, the southern side
– which is exposed to the sun and prevailing wind – features a ventilated double-skin façade; single-skin façades are used on the northwestern and southeastern sides. Gill windows complement the innovative, energy efficient concept of the building and provide natural
ventilation. In the event of a fire, the windows would also serve as

smoke outlet. In this case the stairwell would be pressurized, so that
fumes can escape through open windows.

Decision in favor of Ethernet
The first eight levels of the high-rise building are equipped with conventional installation technology; the higher levels feature Ethernetbased individual room control. EIB and LON networks were no problem for Innecken Elektrotechnik GmbH from Euskirchen, Germany,
who had been commissioned to implement the whole electrical installation (high and low voltage) and deal with system integration.
“With Ethernet TCP/IP as an integrated, network-based bus system
we were able to meet all requirements of the building owner in a perfect manner. The bus system is characterized by speed and flexibility”, said Andreas Gröne, project manager for Innecken. One of the primary concerns of the client, Rheinische Zusatzversorgungskasse
(RZVK), was fast and simple adaptation of the individual room controls to spatial changes. “In this building complex office reconfiguration is part of the daily routine. Thanks to integrated Ethernet net-
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working we can adapt the associated technology very quickly and
with minimal required effort.”

Reduced installation work
The Gesis connector system from Wieland Electric for the electrical
installation and building automation further increased adaptability. At
KölnTriangle, around 150 “Gesis Ran” distribution boxes are used for
power supply and data communication at the individual levels. They
are equipped and pre-wired with Beckhoff I/Os, thereby reducing the
installation effort significantly. Hardware components can easily be
added via plug-and-play and integrated or reconfigured at the software level via drag-and-drop.

PC-based control technology –
from the basement to the roof
Four 19" C5102 plug-in PCs from Beckhoff (located in the server room
on one of the upper floors of the tower) form the basis of the build-
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Beckhoff products including four 19" C5102 rack-mounted PCs, a 19" C3350 built-in
IPC, 20 CX1000/CX1020 Embedded PCs with Bus Terminals, a BC9000 Ethernet
Controller, a BK9000 Ethernet Bus Coupler and the TwinCAT software ensure
happy tenants.

The server cabinet on one of the upper levels at KölnTriangle: 19" C5102 rack-mounted
PCs control the different building sections such as tower and low-rise buildings.

ing control system structure. They are equipped with Windows XP, TwinCAT automation software, and the building management system. TwinCAT is the software centerpiece of the building control system. It can be used to parameterize
and configure a range of building functions such as basic lighting scenarios and
daytime, night and weekend settings. Two of the plug-in PCs control the central
building functions and deal with coordination of the local Ethernet terminal
blocks in the individual building sections, i.e. the tower and the low-rise buildings
arranged around it. The two other computers provide redundancy.

Climate control with CX Embedded PCs
At levels 9 to 27 and level 29, CX1000 Embedded Controllers running Windows
CE are used and at the event level, a higher-performance CX1020 is used. Local
I/O stations are distributed throughout the tower and networked with the central
CX1000 PC control via Ethernet. Part of the standard Ethernet network is also
used as bus system for building automation. The sensors of the roof-mounted
weather station are connected to the Embedded Controller on level 29. It processes and analyzes the data and activates associated switching functions such as:
closing of windows during high wind and rain, closing of windows depending on
temperatures, lowering of blinds depending on sunshine, etc. The individual
CX1000 devices on levels 9 to 27 and the CX1020 on level 28 poll the “weather
station CX1000” every 5 seconds. In the event of this device not responding for
more than 60 seconds (which would mean that no current data can be retrieved),

the windows move to the safe position and are locked. The same applies for wind
warnings, rain or when external maintenance equipment is in operation. The windows remain in the locked position until current data can be retrieved again, wind
speed has fallen below a certain level for a specified time, the precipitation monitoring device no longer indicates rain or external maintenance equipment is no
longer in operation.
“All data points can be connected directly to the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system.
A wide range of Bus Terminal variants are available so that direct connection of
all sensors and actuators is possible”, said Andreas Gröne, describing the benefits of the I/O system.

Efficient energy management
In addition to blind, window and temperature control, Beckhoff controllers also
deal with lighting control. They communicate with the C5102 Industrial PC via
Ethernet. Each floor is subdivided into three lighting zones: the lift lobbies and
buffer spaces, the corridors, and the offices. In the lift areas the lights are on continuously between 7 am and 8 pm (normal operation) and off between 8 pm and
7 am (night mode). During the night the lights switch on automatically if the
movement sensor installed in the ceiling of the lift lobby is triggered. The lights
are switched off again if no movement was detected for 10 minutes. This lighting
zone can also be controlled via the master computer located in the reception
area.
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The same DALI multisensors (brightness sensors and occupancy sensors) are used
for automatic lighting control in the corridors and the offices. They are integrated
in the ceiling luminaires of the respective offices. Digital light management is
based on the Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI), for which Beckhoff offers special terminals. The KL6811 DALI Master Terminal with integrated power
supply unit is connected to the modular I/O system. Up to 64 DALI slaves can be
connected to a master. “DALI applications usually cover individual rooms. The
Beckhoff solution offers the advantage of being able to cover a whole floor”, said
Andreas Gröne. Georg Schemmann, director of building automation at Beckhoff
Automation GmbH in Verl, Germany, added: “The DALI protocol is converted directly to Ethernet TCP/IP via Bus Couplers. This means that all components are integrated in the Ethernet network and treated as a single system on the software
side.” Accordingly, the system can quickly be re-parameterized and reconfigured
in the event of spatial changes.
At KölnTriangle, the DALI lights on each floor are subdivided into three groups
(east, south, and west). The dimming value for controlling the DALI lights in the
corridor, for example, is determined by the mean brightness value of the sensors
associated with the DALI group in the office lights. In general, the following rule
applies: The light is switched off if no movement is detected for 10 minutes.
In the offices the lights can also be controlled manually. To this end, a touch panel with eleven dimming levels is available in each office space. Automatic mode
can either be activated manually via the panel, or automatically if no presence is
detected in the office for four hours.
The panel also enables manual control of the blinds, windows, sockets and temperature within individual rooms. To this end, the panel is switched to presence mode.
Otherwise, automatic temperature control in the offices is split into comfort, normal and night mode. During the night the set value is 17 °C (63 °F), in comfort
mode 22 °C (72 °F), and in normal mode 20 °C (68 °F). If no movement is registered within the office after a specified time, e.g. 10 minutes, the system automatically switches from the manually set value to comfort mode or normal operation after 30 minutes..

Maximum configuration on level 28
The “event level“ in the tower is a special highlight in terms of building automation. In contrast to the other levels, this area is rented out for special events. The
space with an area of 630 m2 (6781 ft2) is also popular with fashion designers for
fashion shows and receptions, for example. A total of 280 luminaires with electronic DALI ballasts (of which 220 RGB luminaires with red, green, blue and white
lamps), subdivided into 54 DALI groups, provide suitable illumination for any occasion. Here too, KL6811 DALI terminals connected to I/O system are used. 30 further analog outputs enable control of additional lamps such as spotlights. “ The
idea of an event area occurred to the building owner at a relatively late stage, so
that a separate 19" C3350 Panel PC was installed on this floor”, said Andreas
Gröne. In addition, more stringent requirements necessitated installation of a
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CX1020 Embedded Controller in this area. The touch screen of the Panel PC,
which also has an administrative function, is used for precise adjustment of the
light conditions and colors.
The floor is subdivided into five sections, each assigned a small TFT touch panel
that allows the occupants to manually adjust the intensity of the different light
colors within the associated areas in ten steps.

Flexibility pays off
Together the partners involved in the KölnTriangle project managed to implement
innovative and flexible building services systems in line with the client’s requirements, while taking into account the increasingly important aspect of efficient
usage of energy. The technology prevents unnecessary energy consumption for
heating or lighting during the night. Andreas Gröne said: “The connector system
and Ethernet-based networking are already paying off: EASA recently leased
additional space and will shortly move into adjoining levels within the tower. At
KölnTriangle this kind of move can be undertaken without time-consuming and
problematic changeovers.”
Züblin Direktion NRW, Niederlassung Köln www.koeln.zueblin.de
Innecken Elektrotechnik GmbH www.innecken.de
Wieland Electric GmbH www.wieland-electric.com
Beckhoff Building Automation www.beckhoff.com/building
Published in building & automation, VDE-Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de
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Online-monitoring for
power transformers

PC control under high voltage
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The online monitoring systems from Areva T&D provide precise information about the operating state of power transformers and are the basis for
increased availability, cost optimization through condition-based servicing, and avoidance of faults and downtime. The control platform of the new
MS 2000 Basic and MS 2000 Bushing monitoring systems is based on Beckhoff Embedded PCs with high computing power, integrated software
PLC, modular I/O components and local data acquisition with a sampling rate of 100 kHz.

Established in 2001, Areva Transmission&Distribution (T&D) is part of the Areva
Group, which is a leading international Group for energy production and distribution with 58,000 staff in more than 100 countries. As a global company for development and production of power generation products, Areva T&D supplies,
among other things, power transformers for a variety of applications – ranging
from installations with small rated power to the highest available rated power
with voltages of up to 800 kV. These power transformers can be used in any power plant around the world, be it thermal, conventional, combined, nuclear, hydro
power plants or wind turbines. In addition to conventional power transformers
for energy transmission, generation and distribution, the company also develops
and produces special transformers such as high-voltage DC inverters, traction,
earthing, reactor or rectifier transformers.
Power transformers are the nodes of all power grids. The quality and stability of
the grids are a highly dependent on the reliability and availability of the transformers. Continuous status monitoring and diagnosis is useful and indeed required for optimizing operational management and reducing maintenance requirements.
Beckhoff Embedded PC in the MS 2000 Basic monitoring system
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Technical data/topology
MS 2000 Basic I/O modules
8 analog inputs with a logging rate of up to
5 ms (e.g.: 0/4...20 mA, PT100 RTD)
12 digital inputs and up to 4 digital outputs
(e.g.: relay contacts up to 230 V AC/30 V DC)
MS 2000 Bushing I/O modules
(add-on for MS 2000 Basic)
9 analog inputs (oscilloscope terminals)
with a logging rate of up to 10 µs (e.g.: ±10 V)
3 digital outputs (trigger outputs)
CPU module
CX1000 Embedded PC, Pentium MMX 266 MHz,
PC/104 standard, real-time clock
16 MB flash memory, 32 MB RAM
256 MB additional flash memory
(exchangeable)
Interfaces: serial (RS232) or
modem (fax); TCP/IP (RJ 45)

High-performance measurement technology
The MS 2000 Basic module from Areva T&D records the analog inputs for load
current, voltage and the tap change process as well as the upper oil and ambient
temperature with a logging rate of up to 5 ms. These parameters can be used to
calculate additional values such as hotspot temperature, ageing rate, power and
load factor. Further optional analog inputs such as gas-in-oil content, oil moisture
content or additional temperatures, etc. can be integrated in the analysis. The
measurement readings are recorded via analog fieldbus terminals that are directly adapted to the CX1000 DIN rail PC via the integrated interface.
The MS 2000 Bushing module was specially developed for monitoring high-voltage bushings in transformers. This measurement is crucial for assessing the operational status, because undetected defective bushings can lead to the destruction of the whole transformer. In the past the required measurements (bushing
capacitance C and loss factor tan δ) were often carried out offline. To this end the
transformers had to be disconnected from the grid network and the high-voltage
lines had to be removed from the bushings, which meant significant cost and effort. Thanks to advanced fieldbus technology and the application of fast oscilloscope terminals from Beckhoff, the measurements can now be carried out online
with the aid of a monitoring system.
Measurement of the phase angle between the three phases enables changes in
the dielectric loss factor tan δ to be detected. The challenge for the instrumentation is to detect very small changes. For example, a change in loss factor tan δ by
0.1% corresponds to a change in phase angle of 0.057 °.
The oscilloscope terminal, which is integrated into the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system (just like a terminal for analog value logging), records data with a sampling
interval of 10 µs (100 kHz) in order to detect zero crossing of the 50/60 Hz AC

voltage. The measurement readings (up to 32,000) are initially stored locally in
the terminal and then cyclically read by the CPU. The high computing power of
the PC-based control system enables direct processing and analysis of the data.
The analysis algorithm interpolates the measurement readings based on a crosscorrelation function in order to optimize precision.
Δtan δ must be recorded with a minimum precision of 0.15%, because the loss
factor for the different bushing types is around 0.5% and a maximum warning
threshold of approx. 0.7% should be assumed. A precision of 0.03% can be achieved with the solution described above.
Optimized archiving
The Embedded PC is installed as an independent system directly at the transformer. It is fanless, has no hard disk and is therefore robust with low maintenance requirements. An industrial Compact Flash (CF) card is used as storage
medium for the operating system and data. Intelligent memory management ensures that each memory location is written in a statistically uniform manner, resulting in optimum lifetime of the CF card. The archiving period for historic data
(or the saving interval) can be configured via the storage capacity. In the current
configuration with a 1 GB CF card, current datasets are stored every 15 minutes
and archived, exemplary for this configuration, for 5 years.
User-friendly, flexible configuration
In conjunction, the PC and the Bus Terminals form a modular system that can be
adapted individually to the application. Configuration modules that are optimized
for the application were developed with the aid of TwinCAT software in order to
ensure simple and fast installation and commissioning. Naturally, this approach
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Customer benefits through
online monitoring systems
| Enhanced transformer availability
| Precise information about the operational
status of transformer bushings
| Cost optimization through condition-based
servicing
| Avoidance of faults, downtime and collateral
damage
| Extension of residual lifetime
| Enhanced energy transmission through
optimized overload capacity

also offers benefits for servicing. For example, an auto-configuration mode is
available for the hardware. Each active terminal is automatically provided with
the required parameter settings, which means that
| Analog channels are parameterized in terms of filter times, characteristic linearization curves, measuring range and sensor types.
| For oscilloscope terminals, the sampling rate, buffer size and trigger type
are set.
Simple parameterization or scaling options are available for data archiving:
| Archiving interval
| Selection of assessment and weighting criteria for the measurement readings
Remote maintenance and visualization included
Windows CE is used as operating system on the Embedded PC. The integrated
communication interfaces can be used for efficient remote access. A distinction is
made between two operating modes, i.e. remote PLC maintenance and data
transfer for visualization and sending of fax messages in the event of an alarm.
TwinCAT offers a variety of remote maintenance options for the PLC and system
programs, ranging from pure monitoring of PLC variables to online modification
of the running program. In addition, the current operational status of the transformer can be monitored. Another important feature is sending of error messages
by fax in order to alert the responsible service staff. Remote access enables a locally installed fax modem that communicates with the Embedded PC via the serial interface. Switchover between operating modes is realized in a programmerfriendly manner with a .NET program on the Embedded PC.
Visualization is demand-oriented and based on a Visual Basic program. The visualization computer accesses the Embedded PC remotely via the modem and com-

municates with the control system and measuring programs via the OCX interface integrated in TwinCAT or loads historic measured data from the CF card for
analysis. The saving interval is freely selectable.
High-performance, future-proof monitoring system
through PC control
The demands placed by monitoring systems on the system platform are ideally
met by the CX1000 Embedded PC with Microsoft Embedded operating system,
modular Bus Terminals and TwinCAT software. Due to its high processor power
and the integrated hardware FPU (Floating Point Unit) the PC CPU is able to carry out complex calculations, e.g. with real numbers (cross-correlation). At the
same time a wide range of analog channels are monitored with short cycle times
via the integrated software PLC. Intelligent Bus Terminals with a sampling rate of
100 kHz, such as the oscilloscope terminal, form the basis for new functionalities.
In addition, the platform used offers high investment security. The complete software was developed with standard tools (IEC 61131-3 for data logging and analysis, and .NET and Visual Basic for the interface and system programs) and is therefore “future-proof applicable” or can be simply ported to platforms, if required.
The hardware basis also offers plenty of reserve capacity.
Areva T&D www.areva-td.com
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Integrated system
for Zumtobel
production plant

Partial view of luminaire assembly: The loadbearing crossbars are driven by two synchronized linear motors.

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH has developed a new generation of moisture-proof luminaires called SCUBAs. The company’s Dornbirn
facility in Austria was chosen as the production site for these luminaires due to the high degree of automation offered by the
plant. The control system was based on an unconventional, yet highly innovative concept developed by Stauss Mechatronic
using Beckhoff PC technology.

The term SCUBA (Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus) is usually associated with the name for the compressed air breathing apparatus used by
divers. This association is, in fact, quite appropriate considering the IP 65 protection class and field of application for these moisture-proof luminaires – with their
aerodynamic, oval shape designed by Massimo Iosa Ghini. The SCUBA’s extended name says it all: Shock-resistant, Chemically resistant, UV-resistant, Built-in
user-friendliness and Application-orientated.
Designed for illuminating previously impersonal spaces, the oval luminaire shape
is no design gimmick. The special prism shape offers excellent illumination with
high efficiency. It enhances safety and visual acuity and reduces energy consumption. In addition, the shape and surface finish prevent dirt deposits. Different lamp covers enable optimal adaptation to the respective application. Compatibility with the product’s predecessor model is ensured through identical
mounting springs and distances.
New production line for the SCUBA platform
The design isn’t the only new feature of the moisture-proof SCUBA luminaire: the
whole production process is in fact new. The project was started in 2004 under
the leadership of Ing. Johann Preißegger, director of Zumtobel’s technical office
for luminaires at Dornbirn.
Reflecting the great variety of required tasks, the recently commissioned SCUBA
production plant is a conglomeration of various standard and special machines,
plus handling equipment and robots. The special automation challenge was to accommodate all process steps within a homogeneous control system. The plant is
designed for a capacity of 1.4 million lamps in a 3-shift production operation.
Changeovers between the different models, which differ in terms of length and
design, can take place without having to stop the machine. Another criteria was
that small volume production should be possible economically – and, of course,
around the clock operation that is failure- and maintenance-free.

Unconventional control concept
After the decision in favor of the Dornbirn facility, Zumtobel obtained quotations
for the control system. The contract was awarded to Stauss Mechatronic from
Dornbirn. The company had submitted a completely different and highly innovative concept, in which all main parts of the control logic are software-based and
centralized on an Industrial PC. In addition, the PC-based control concept offered
cost-effectiveness and flexibility to a degree that larger suppliers were unable
to match.
However, the decisive factor was the integrated approach of the solution. While
the predecessor line, installed only four years ago, was based on hardware PLC
systems under a master computer. In the new solution, the PC handles the control functions as well as the function of the master computer. In addition to cost
benefits, this enables integration of the complete plant and offers significant
operational benefits.
Linear motor technology is used for controlling 28 servo axes, most of them synchronized in groups. In this kind of situation a software-based control system is
particularly advantageous compared with traditional PLC technology. While a
PLC-system requires additional synchronization, a software control system almost
runs independently. The task load is distributed: Position control is handled via the
software, while AX2006 Servo Drives from Beckhoff connected via EtherCAT deal
with torque control.
Qualification and user-friendliness
Three operating terminals, which are programmed in Windows C#, meet stringent
requirements and reduce operator intervention to a minimum. In the event of a
fault, the system offers troubleshooting support through error messages displayed in plain text. Manual intervention is simplified through opening machine
components, for example. The absence of auxiliary mechanical tasks means that
the user can fully concentrate on problem solving.
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In environments affected by moisture, dust and
chemicals, SCUBA offers light yield and efficien-

Ing. Johann Preißegger, director of Zumtobel’s techni-

cy far beyond conventional moisture-proof

cal office at Dornbirn (left), and Thomas Stauss are

luminaires.

pleased with the trouble-free commissioning process.

The oval and aerodynamic shape of the moistureproof SCUBA luminaire family from Zumtobel breaks
the linear monotony of conventional strip lighting.

Zumtobel uses a 19" C5102 Industrial PC as the central component. The control
PC is equipped with TwinCAT NC PTP software from Beckhoff. The decisive factor
was the outstanding robustness of the PC and its excellent price-to-performance
ratio. For Stauss, particularly useful features of the efficient and flexible software
are extensive libraries and simple handling, especially when it comes to positioning of single axes or coupled axis systems. AX2006 Servo Drives are used at
machine level. Bus Terminals, which are characterized by small housing dimensions and high connection density, ensure reliable connections.

A 19" C5102 Industrial PC deals
with the control functions as well
as the function of the master computer. All machine-level components
are connected via the TwinCAT NC
PTP software.

Consistent transparency with EtherCAT
The whole plant is networked with EtherCAT, which offers flexible topology and
simple configuration. “Three factors have enabled us to complete such a large
project successfully”, Thomas Stauss said: “An unconventional approach that enabled stringent economic specifications to be met without compromise; a customer who left nothing to chance, including integration of operating staff right
from the design phase; and Beckhoff as a partner in the background, providing
valuable support wherever required.”

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH www.zumtobel.com
Stauss Mechatronic Dornbirn www.stauss.at
Beckhoff Automation GmbH www.beckhoff.at

AX2006 Servo Drives connected
via EtherCAT deal with torque
control.

Published in x-technik IT & Medien www.x-technik.at

EtherCAT wiring on the Servo Drives
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ABB Power Systems:
Infrastructure enhancement reduces risk of blackouts
The new Estlink connection links the power grids in the Nordic and Baltic states. With the cross-border power supply line
running through the depths of the Baltic Sea, the EU aims to minimize the risk of blackouts. In addition to increasing the
reliability of the European power grid, the transnational power cable also aims to promote the formation of a more efficient
European energy market. The underground power cable is monitored with the aid of I/O technology from Beckhoff.

Underground power cable connects
Finland and Estonia grids
The power connection with a total length of 105 km (65 miles) between the city
of Espoo, Finland, near Helsinki and the Harku area of Tallinn in Estonia was developed and built by ABB Power Systems, based in Ludvika, Sweden. The link includes two cables that are laid underground over the whole length. The underwater Baltic Sea crossing has a length of 74 km (46 miles). The new link is operated by Nordic Energy Link, an association of Finnish and Baltic power supply
companies.
The Estlink connection feeds electricity from the Baltic states into the Scandinavian market. With a capacity of 350 MW, the underground link safeguards against
potential power shortages in the Scandinavian region and is intended to prevent

massive power grid failures previously experienced in America and also in Europe.
The Estlink connection, which was commissioned at the end of 2006, is based on
HVDC Light®, a high-voltage DC transmission technology. The advantages of
HVDC Light® technology are secure control of current flow and fast restoration of
power supply in the event of a fault. HVDC Light® is an environmentally-friendly
technology using only oil-free cables. The power transmission generates no electromagnetic fields.
ABB was responsible for the production of the cables and for the construction of
the compact converter stations. The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system is used for
process monitoring in the converter stations. For example, PT100 resistance sen-
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HVDC Light®: underground and underwater power link
Reliable power transmission
Less environmental impact, oil-free cables
Compact converter stations
Lower electricity prices
Tampere

Estlink – the first interconnection joining power grids in the Nordic and Baltic regions – is
one of the priority projects in the European Union’s plan to improve cross-border power
infrastructure and help create more efficient power markets in Europe.
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HVDC Light® (high-voltage DC transmission) is the only technology enabling underground
high-voltage transmission over a long distance. The world’s longest underground power
link, the 177 km (110 mile) connection between the Australian states of Victoria and South
Australia, is also based on this technology.

sors in combination with KL3202 analog input terminals monitor the cable surface temperature, which shows the actual load case of the cable connection.
“We chose the Beckhoff Bus Terminals, because they provide a cost effective way
to connect distributed in- and output signals in the converter stations”, said Hans
Björklund, Company Senior Specialist at ABB Power Systems HVDC. Similar solutions are used to control and monitor the water and air cooling systems of critical components in the converter stations like IGBT valves and phase reactors. Bus
Couplers with a CANopen interface connect the I/O stations to the higher-level
network.

Vyborg

Lahti

ABB www.abb.se
Nordic Energy Link www.nordicenergylink.com
Beckhoff Schweden www.beckhoff.se

Ostrov
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Hydropulsor AB, based in Karlskoga, Sweden, develops and produces cutting machines for a wide range of metals. Based on
previous experience with Beckhoff control systems designed for presses that handle high-speed compaction of metal powder, Hydropulsor was well aware of the benefits and now uses Beckhoff PC controllers for the company’s new generation of
metal cutting machines.

EtherCAT for ultra fast metal cutting
With the new controls development, Hydropulsor intended to launch
a fast, simple and compact machine. The control system of the previous generation was considered too slow: the hydraulic system had to
be controlled with additional costly modules.
The Hydropulsor HYP30-08 can achieve 600 to 700 cuts per minute
for metal wires and up to 40 cuts per minute for bars with diameters
as thick as 80 mm. Through its patented cutting technology (adiabatic
soft annealing) the cutting machine has a further significant advantage: maximum precision. The machine can cut with an accuracy of
two hundredths of a millimeter, which usually makes finishing after
cuts unnecessary. This high speed accuracy requires a control system

that meets the requirements for material feed and positioning of the
hydraulic axes.
“We decided to use the Beckhoff control system because it is simple,
flexible, and PC-based. All hardware solutions are combined in one
system, which is fundamentally suitable for advanced hydraulic control applications. Our programmers do the rest”, said Rolf Lahn, one
of the Hydropulsor developers.
Control system with built-in PC and TwinCAT
The Beckhoff control system in the cutting machine consists of a
C3640 Industrial PC with built-in TFT display and TwinCAT software.
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Beckhoff Panel PC C3640

The HYP30-08 metal cutting machine

“With EtherCAT as our fieldbus, we can achieve extremely high
speeds, which is very important in highly dynamic hydraulic control
systems”, said Rolf Lahn and continued: “Customers always want to
increase their production speed. The faster our machines, the more
competitive we are and our customers are. We already offer marketleading speed, but in the past we have only utilized a small part of
the available resources of the control system.”
“The limits of the machine in terms of performance are determined
by other system components – the control system, by contrast, has
plenty of reserves. If we had faster non-control system components,
we could easily make the machine even quicker”, said Rolf Lahn.

technology because a fieldbus master is no longer required and
EtherCAT slaves are much more cost-effective. With Beckhoff controls, Hydropulsor has a control platform that meets the current
requirements of the machine and leaves sufficient room for future
developments – because in terms of EtherCAT processor power and
cycle times, only a small amount of the available resources is used.

Increased production speed
The newly developed HYP30-08 is a very compact machine, because
the control cabinet was drastically reduced in size due to the smaller
number of components. Cycle times and costs could be reduced
through the application of EtherCAT instead of conventional fieldbus

Hydropulsor AB www.hydropulsor.com
Beckhoff Schweden www.beckhoff.se
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Semicore found that TwinCAT works well with Visual Basic (VB).
They very easily created their own dynamic, event-based HMI software.

Standard components replace specialized hardware

Advanced coating
systems feature
PC-based control

Semicore Equipment, Inc, based in Livermore, California, manufactures vacuum coating and etching systems for the
electronics, optical, solar energy, medical, automotive, military and related high technology industries. Semicore vacuum
sputtering and thin film evaporation systems provide coatings on a variety of materials including plastics, glass, ceramics,
metals and hybrid substrates. Serving such a wide range of industries with a vast array of machine types requires flexible
and highly scalable controls.

Semicore works with customers from the design concept stage through the
machine assembly and installation stages. Semicore also remanufactures outdated machines to bring them up to speed with the latest in hardware and
automation technology. Even though Semicore uses high-end technology,
Matthew Hughes, President of Semicore, and Trey Haight, Operations Manager, always keep a “maintenance point-of-view” when designing systems.
“We ensure that our machines perform well beyond the competition, but still
have operational and trouble-shooting capabilities that are simple for users
to work with,” Hughes said.Semicore machines use special vacuum technology to apply gaseous or particle materials to surfaces on the outside and inside of various part shapes. These materials must be applied in chambers that
are vacuumed to become free of atmospheric properties. When the chamber
environments have been purified, coating materials are applied through sputtering or evaporation processes. Coating materials may include high purity
gold, platinum, silicon, titanium, tungsten and many others.
Having abandoned PLCs in favor of PC-based control over seven years ago,
Semicore has the experience to quickly recognize the quality industrial PC systems from the pretenders. The older PC-based Semicore systems used software coded in Flow Chart for control and in Visual Basic (VB) for Human Machine Interface (HMI). It was becoming apparent that the software platform
Semicore once used was being treated as a legacy product by their vendor
with little true advancement on the horizon. The software was also a substantial drain on CPU performance, causing maxed out PC processors with the
inability to run other applications quickly or smoothly.

Beckhoff C6330 PCs as hardware platform for TwinCAT automation software.

New software is light on CPU load, heavy on power and features
The result of Semicore’s ambitious Controls Automation Initiative and under
a year of development was their advanced HMI and control package based
on Beckhoff technology:
| C6330 Industrial PCs
| CP7802 Control Panels
| TwinCAT PLC and Motion Control software
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Semicore’s versatile automation and I/O platform takes
workload off in-house designers and greatly reduces their
reliance on other device vendors.

| Local Bus Terminals with BK9000 Ethernet TCP/IP Bus Coupler
| CU20xx Ethernet Switches
| AX2006 Servo Drives
| AM3044 Synchronous Servomotors
The first application of the new Semicore control system was implemented on
one of the most complex machines the company had ever built. “It was really a trial by fire for the Beckhoff controls because the first application was as
demanding as it gets in our industry,” Hughes said. “The project was to develop a brand new coating system that applied diamond-like carbon, chromium carbide and titanium nitride coating on internal surfaces.” This coating
method is used to increase the life of pipes used in gas, chemical and petroleum applications. “It’s not difficult to apply wear and corrosion resistive
coatings to the outside surfaces of pipes,” Hughes said. “Coating the inside
of pipes is where it gets tricky.” This plasma and vacuum-based machine had
high frequency control, arbitrary wave form generation with multi-channel
scope feedback, and highly complex gas management functionality.
The coordinated motion axes on Semicore machines are highly dynamic and
require very accurate positioning systems. TwinCAT software handles the motion of the Semicore transport and positioning systems for moving parts
through the coating process. It also helped Semicore develop their HMI.
“TwinCAT works well with VB – we can very easily create our own eventbased HMI software,” Haight said.
“Also, we went from well over 90 percent CPU usage on our old polling-based
system to less than 10 percent usage with the new event-based, TwinCAT system. We’re free to use a variety of other software applications without hitting
CPU performance limits,” Haight said. “TwinCAT has also given Semicore the
ability to bring a machine from zero manual control to full manual control in
hours. In our previous systems, this process could take weeks.” In addition,
the flexibility to code with a multi-language IEC 6 1131-3 programming en-

vironment saved Semicore numerous hours of programming time. “I enjoy the
option to code in Structured Text over Flow Chart, since it fits my programming background,” he said. “TwinCAT allows programmers to choose code
languages to fit their skill sets and specific application requirements.”
Standard Bus Terminals replace specialized hardware
Semicore achieved further streamlining because of the Beckhoff I/O system’s
flexibility. With over 200 terminal types, Semicore had access to a full range
of analog and digital I/O as well as numerous special function cards that
helped eliminate third-party devices and greatly reduced the required cabinet
space. “There are several other examples where the flexible Bus Terminal I/O
helped us fill small gaps that we normally would have to develop our own
solutions for in the past,” Haight said.
“Semicore continues to have a very high success rate with repeat customers,”
Hughes said. “The new machines equipped with Beckhoff controls have been
well received and helped increase reorder rates. In addition, several companies using Semicore machines have referred us to their own customers located around the world so we’ve seen a great boost in our ‘word of mouth’ generated sales by our customers.”
The PC-based controls with TwinCAT software and the streamlined wiring
advantages of Bus Terminal helped Semicore greatly reduce programming
and wiring time. “We saw reductions on the order of 20 percent in both programming and electrical wiring on our machines,” Haight said. “This flexibility helps us reduce machine cost, but also make custom changes per lastminute customer requests. We can even create new features easily after machines have been delivered and installed on site if needed.”
Semicore Equipment, Inc. www.semicore.com
Beckhoff USA www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Graham Engineering Corporation (GEC), located in York, Pennsylvania, specializes in high-end blow molding machinery and
equipment for the non-PET segment of the fluid bottling and packaging market. Their machines are widely used at plants that manufacture
bottles to be filled with automotive fluids, household detergents and cleansers, and beverages that are marketed in non-transparent bottles.
By using the PC-based control system from Beckhoff and the ultra fast EtherCAT fieldbus system, they were able to significantly increase the
productivity of the machines and the quality of the molded bottles.

Performance and efficiency greatly increased
for blow molding machinery
The Graham Wheel product was GEC’s first major product entry into the blow
molding machine market. Graham Wheels have been made for over 30 years with
installations worldwide – they now represent a dominant technology in the production of high output blow molding systems. The main component spins around
a horizontally driven rotary table carrying the molds. The “Graham Wheel” rotates
around a horizontal axis. Up to six extruders feed plastic into a component known
as a flow head to quickly form bottles in virtually any type of thermoplastic to the
perfect shape and highest quality available.
In the fast lane with PC control
“GEC uses their automation and controls expertise to help their customers surpass the competition in production output, reliability, cost efficiency and safety.
GEC has heavily adopted PC-based controls, which have been our main controls
platform for over five years”, Dave Fiorani, Engineering Manager, Graham Engineering said. “True to our company motto ’Innovation Taking Shape,’ GEC

machines are under a perpetual state of improvement to ensure that our customers’ machines will be world class, yet integrate seamlessly with existing line
components.”
Control PC must meet the most demanding requirements
“In 2003 GEC had determined that our existing PC hardware platform wasn’t going to keep up with our machine design migration so we needed to find a successor”, Fiorani said. We then completed an exhaustive evaluation of Industrial
PCs from five major vendors. Over 20 critical performance criteria were evaluated in each vendor’s product offering. We found that only Beckhoff Automation
was able to meet every single item on our list, which included:
| Highest speed processors currently available on the Industrial PC market
| Openness: control software should run on any standard PC
| Capable of direct communication to HMI – no OPC server required
| Integrated UPS function blocks to handle proper PC shutdown
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GEC engineers test a new PC-controlled
Graham Wheel before delivering to a customer.

GEC has heavily adopted PC-based controls, which have been their main controls platform for over five years.

|
|

Ability to offer an operator station with fully integrated push buttons
Software updates available to download from Internet – upgrades available
at no charge after initial license purchase
| Ability to buy Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) components from any
PC store to replace failed components, adhering to ATX Open Standards
GEC chose Beckhoff C6140 PCs with 2.4 GHz Pentium® 4 processors running
TwinCAT software as the control centerpiece for Graham Wheel machines. “Most
of our machines could be controlled using TwinCAT PLC, but for a few specialized
machine types, we need NC functionality so we use TwinCAT NC across the board
to use a standard software package,” Justin Kilgore, Senior Electrical Engineer,
Graham Engineering, said.
I/O terminals handle monitoring functions
“Beckhoff remote I/O also replaced expensive PCI I/O cards supplied by their
prior PC vendor. GEC now uses special function I/O terminals for their machines’
E-stop functions and temperature measurement”, Kilgore said. “The KL2692
watchdog terminal eliminated the chance of any possible errors in terms of machine and heater control. The KL2692 monitors a bit that is toggled by the controller during each cycle. If the toggle signal fails, the controller switches off two
relays that are integrated in the emergency stop circuit in order to prevent damage to the machine.” A KL3352 Strain Gauge Isolator is used to bring in various
pressure transducers. Before, GEC needed additional hardware to perform the
same function.
“In addition, I/O addressing via TwinCAT’s Automation Device Specification (ADS)
is highly automated and very simple,” Kilgore said. “With our previous PC ven-

dor’s software, an engineer had to address all of the I/Os at the bit level. We now
save 8 – 16 hours of I/O addressing time on each machine using TwinCAT.”
Flexibility on the test machine
In order to test and apply the new controls and major machine components, GEC
has a Lab Wheel. GEC tests several different bottle types, mold sets and head configurations so the Lab Wheel needs extremely high flexibility to change. “With the
Lab Wheel’s old PLC system we lacked changeover flexibility, which became a
source of headaches when testing newly designed machine components,” Rolf
Weingardt, R&D Manager, Graham Engineering, said. “We’ve had a Beckhoff PC
running on the Lab Wheel for over a year and a half now with none of the flexibility concerns we experienced in the past.”
The PLC racks were also replaced with Bus Terminals. “We didn’t have to do any
internal wiring changes on the Lab Wheel and were able to use all our existing
wires,” Paul Klinedinst, Senior Development Engineer, Graham Engineering, said.
“We saved over 200 hours of I/O wiring time because of the Bus Terminal I/O
flexibility.”
EtherCAT meets Graham Engineering’s need for productivity
and parts quality
Some of the I/Os still use traditional fieldbus technology. An FM3332 thermocouple module is used over PROFIBUS to monitor 32 thermocouple channels.
Variable Frequency AC drives on the machine are also networked via PROFIBUS.
For performance and cost reasons, GEC uses EtherCAT, the real-time Ethernet
fieldbus, for ultra fast I/O communication.
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The Mystère in her element, 43
meters (141 ft) long;
built by Vitters Shipyard in
Zwartsluis/The Netherlands

GEC required new PC hardware that would allow direct communication to their HMI without an OPC server.

Graham Wheels feature parison programmers – devices used to precisely control the wall thickness at various sections of each bottle. For the
parison programmer, high speed analog I/O was required to very quickly
control the motion of this molding process within a few thousandths of
an inch. “GEC selected EtherCAT from Beckhoff”, Kilgore said: “EtherCAT
is the fastest Ethernet-based remote I/O available today and is as easily
implemented as standard Bus Terminal I/O”. GEC was able to eliminate
the parison programmer’s previous controller – a custom high-speed I/O
circuit board – after implementing EtherCAT.
“The fastest we were able to close the loop on the parison programmers
used on our previous machines was 1 ms,” Klinedinst said. “With EtherCAT, we can close the loop on the Lab Wheel as fast as 150 µs. We’re getting better performance with more control over the parison programmer
now than with any of our previous systems. The bottles-per-minute rate
on our machines is basically fixed due to the cooling stage of the bottles;
however we are capable of making higher quality bottles today because
we’ve adopted EtherCAT technology.”
Customers jump on the controls upgrade bandwagon
GEC quickly fitted all new machines undergoing assembly with Beckhoff
C6140 PCs. “Once we upgraded our Industrial PCs with Beckhoff hardware, our control reliability immediately increased,” Dave Yenor, Vice
President of Global Business Development, Graham Engineering said.
“Also, because of Beckhoff’s remote I/O flexibility, any required retrofits
in the field have become much faster and easier.”
Today, GEC has standardized Beckhoff PC-based controls across all product lines. “With the occasional exception of determined customer specifications for traditional PLCs, all machines that leave Graham Engineering’s assembly facility will now have Beckhoff controls on them,” Fiorani
said. “Because of the smartly designed Beckhoff PCs, special function I/O
and automated E-stop features, GEC machines are safer and more reliable than ever,” Yenor said. As a result of the technology GEC has utilized,
“we’re seeing many of our end-user customers eliminating ‘hard specs’
for big name PLCs and actively retrofitting their older machines with similar Beckhoff control systems."

Main Hydraulic distribution
CX1000 Embedded PC Hydraulics

Hydraulic Mast
Hydraulic lazarett
Ethernet Switch CU2016
Hydraulic peak
Hydraulic console
Ethernet Switch CU2016
Hydraulic console
Hydraulic engine room
Hydraulic control
Hydraulic control
Remote I/O BK9000 Ethernet

AC/DC Maschinery
CX1000 Embedded PC

AC/DC distribution
engine room
AC/DC distribution fore
AC distribution
shore converter

Alarm system
CX1000 Embedded PC

Graham Engineering Corporation
www.grahamengineering.com
Beckhoff USA www.beckhoffautomation.com

Remote I/O BK9000 Ethernet

AC distribution
pilot house
Mast connection box
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Ethernet-based control technology… on a yacht!
Control stand of the

High-tech on board

Mystère; the yacht
features the same control
stand on the port side and
on the starboard side.
The operating switches
for the hydraulic systems
can be seen on the right.

The Mystère, a 43-meter (141 ft) aluminum yacht, was launched in 2006 by Vitters Shipyard in the Dutch
town of Zwartsluis. This ultra-modern yacht features drive and control technology one wouldn’t normally
expect on a luxury boat, including a complex hydraulic system with Beckhoff control components.

The Mystère is a luxury yacht that impressively combines speed and comfort. With a crew of six and four separate cabins for the owner and his
guests, the yacht is suitable for ocean cruising or occasional participation
in sailing competitions.
A fundamental characteristic of the yacht is simple and fast operation of
all automated functions. To this end Marble Marine Electronics, based in
Urk, Holland, developed an Ethernet-based control system. Three CX1000
Embedded PCs from Beckhoff, which are connected to each other via
Ethernet Switches and communicate via six touch screen panels, form the
basis of the control system. One CX1000 and eight further Bus Terminal
stations with BK9000 Ethernet Bus Couplers control the hydraulic system
and all associated components. Two further Embedded PCs control the
whole electric system including the alarm system components.
Overall, the network has more than 2,000 I/Os, including 120 analog terminals. Allard Borst, systems engineer at Marble, explains the reasons for
using such a high tech solution: “This was the first time we have been
working with Beckhoff technology. Our decision was based on the network speed. The Ethernet network offers a speed of 100 Mbit/s. With the
real-time Ethernet version from Beckhoff, we also have very fast I/O communication.”

Industrial Automation Link BV www.ial.nl
Marble Marine Electronics www.marble-me.com
Vitters Shipyard www.vitters.com
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Transforming recycled plastic into high-quality products

Production and
machine construction
from one source
Every year Govaerts Recycling processes more than 5,000 tons of recycled plastic into high-quality products for landscaping and horticulture or agricultural
applications. The company started off with a single extruder, which gradually
grew into a full production plant. Meanwhile, four production lines went up and
running. The basic product consists of polyolefin-based recycled plastic such as
PE and PP. In order to be able to ensure consistently high quality, Govaerts cooperates closely with raw materials suppliers and only uses cleaned recycled plastic. Production is based on one step technology, which makes repeated melting
unnecessary and is characterized by low energy consumption.
The production process
At the core of the production plant is an extruder that homogeneously plasticizes
the recycled material. The extruder is supplied with recycled material, colorant
and additives via an integrated mixer. A horizontally driven rotary table carrying

Govaerts Recycling, based in Alken, Belgium, specializes in the production of plastic tongue and groove boards that
are mainly used for horse stables, street furniture and related uses. There is a growing market for these products due
to the decline in the use of exotic timber for environmental reasons. The company not only produces, but also develops and builds its own machines, in close cooperation with Beckhoff Belgium.
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tion is handled by the TwinCAT System Manager on a software basis right down
to the bit level,” Govaerts said.

the molds for the end product is located at the extruder outlet. At the first rotary
table position, the heated plastic compound is pressed into the mold. During the
next rotary motion, the filled mold is transported to a water bath, while the next
open mold is in the filling position.
After passing several rotary table positions, the material in the first mold has
cooled down far enough for the end product to be ejected. In previous machine
designs, the ejector was driven pneumatically. More recent machines feature a
continuously operating hydraulic cylinder. The finished products are manually
taken from the container and stacked.

Flexibility despite standardization
When additional systems were required due to expanding production, the company decided to standardize based on an integrated automation solution. The
Beckhoff Bus Terminals with PROFIBUS were retained as the standard on the new
machines. Standardization was also the aim with regard to the control cabinets.
The solution should easily be transferable to future production lines and at the
same time be flexible enough to enable further technical development. Due to the
functional standardization, each machine controller consists of a series of modular control cabinets.
“For the PLC functionality we use the CX1000 DIN rail PC from Beckhoff, a PC
without movable components such as fan or hard drive”, Govaerts said. The CX
deals with the traditional PLC functions and the temperature control for the extruder. As in our first machine, the PLC processes the I/Os via the PROFIBUS network. The CX1000 features four standard controller function blocks from the
Beckhoff Temperature Control Library. The current temperature is read with PT100
sensors via PROFIBUS.
Govaerts® Recycling www.govaertsrecycling.com
Beckhoff Belgium www.beckhoff.be

Optimization through simplification
Govaerts Recycling started with an off-the-shelf machine. Mechanical problems
and the special nature of the company’s production process necessitated in-house
development of a new machine. This standard machine was reengineered mechanically, electrically and in terms of control. Beckhoff Belgium provided support
for the engineering and the required controls know-how. The first machine still
has the original PLC, complemented through five separate temperature controllers for heating the extruder barrel. PROFIBUS is used for the connection between the I/O terminals and the PLC.
For cost reasons and because of their advanced diagnostic features, Govaerts decided to use Beckhoff Bus Terminals. Safe operation with high availability is crucial for the high efficiency of the systems. Govaerts Recycling therefore takes full
advantage of the diagnostic features of the Bus Terminals. “It meant we could be
very close to the machine and could see if something went wrong”, said company owner Eddy Govaerts. “In addition, this modular system enables terminals to
be added without having to adapt the whole addressing table. Address adapta-

The CX1000 deals with the traditional
PLC functions and the temperature control for the extruder screw.
Govaerts Recycling systematically designs
their own machinery.
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ETG News

ETG Board
of Directors
re-elected

ET1100 EtherCAT ASIC

EtherCAT ASICs available
The test phase for the ET1100 EtherCAT ASICs from Beckhoff has been completed successfully.
The chip – also known as “the big ASIC” – is now available, and the Beckhoff EtherCAT slave controller family is complete.

Availability of the ET1100 represents a milestone in the
history of EtherCAT: While many device manufacturers
have been using the FPGA implementation successfully since 2004, others have been waiting for the ASICs,
because they require significantly less space and clearly mark the end of the technology development phase.
EtherCAT now offers the stability and investment security that other Industrial Ethernet technologies are still
lacking.
The ET1100 ASIC housing (BGA128) only measures
10 x 10 mm. The chip can support up to four EtherCAT
ports. The 8 kB internal memory (DPRAM) for access to
process and parameter data is optionally addressed via
parallel or serial data bus. Alternatively, the ASIC can

also be used without µController, in which case up to
32 digital signals are connected directly.
The ET1200 ASIC, the small brother of the ET1100, has
already been available since November 2006. With its
QFN48 housing (7 x 7 mm) the chip is even more compact. The device offers 16 digital I/O interfaces and distributed clock hardware for high-precision synchronization. The 1 kB internal DPRAM is addressed via a
fast serial interface (10 Mbit). The “small ASIC” offers
two EtherCAT ports, one of which can be used as MII
for connecting a standard PHY. The other port is used
for LVDS, which makes the ET1200 the right choice for
modular devices using LVDS as internal bus physics.

The ETG Board of Directors was
unanimously re-elected at the ETG
AGM during the SPS/IPC/DRIVES
fair in Nuremberg, Germany.
The members of the Board
of Directors are:
Dr. Peter Heidrich, Development
Manager at Baumüller; Erich
Hutflesz, Director for Control
Technology at Schuler SMG, and
Martin Rostan, ETG Executive
Director and Head of Technology
Marketing at Beckhoff. The AGM
was attended by representatives
of ETG members from Europe,
North America and Asia.
www.ethercat.org
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ETG at Hanover Fair 2007

The EtherCAT Technology Group now has more than 460 members, and its popularity continues to grow. A visible sign of this
growth is the strong increase in the number and diversity of
EtherCAT applications presented at Hanover Fair 2007 between 16 and 20 April 2007.
In Hall 9, Stand F13, manufacturers show a wide range of
EtherCAT products, including controllers, drives, I/O components, hydraulic and pneumatic valves, sensors and control
units, as well as implementation kits for master and slave devices and Safety over EtherCAT solutions.

EtherCAT Technology Group
office in Japan
ETG established a regional office in Japan in order to deal with growing demand for EtherCAT. The ETG representative for Japan is Takeshi Kameda,
whose main job is sales manager for K.MECS. The ETG office is located at the
K.MECS head office in Tokyo and provides information about EtherCAT and
the ETG.
Takeshi Kameda said: “EtherCAT has arrived in Japan: Not only significant automation suppliers such as Hitachi, Panasonic, Sanyo Denki, Fuji Electric and
Proface have joined the EtherCAT bandwagon, but also important users and
machine manufacturers such as Okuma, Amada, Sumitomo Heavy Industries
and Toyota Technical Development Corporation, the development arm of
Toyota. At the request of the Japanese ETG members, last October we held a
developer workshop over several days in Tokyo. Drives and controllers with
EtherCAT are in preparation. It was interesting for us to learn that the first
Japanese EtherCAT products are intended for the domestic market – another
clear sign of the relevance of EtherCAT in this region.” Takeshi Kameda, who
is regarded as an EtherCAT expert, played a crucial role in the remarkable

Takeshi Kameda, ETG
representative in Japan,
during the ETG
press conference at
SPS/IPC/DRIVES in
Nuremberg/Germany

takeoff of the technology in Japan.
Martin Rostan, Executive Director of ETG, said: “Japan is the second largest
supplier nation both for machines and automation technology. The market is
therefore large, but is seen as hard to reach. The large interest in EtherCAT in
Japan is therefore all the more gratifying, and we meet this demand with contacts in Tokyo. ETG has active members worldwide and is itself active worldwide.”
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Trade shows 2007
Europe
Germany
Hanover Fair
April 16 – 20, 2007
Hanover
Hall 9, Booth F06
www.hannovermesse.com

Ligna+
May 14 – 18, 2007
Hanover
Hall 19, Booth D20
www.ligna.de

K Kunststoff
October 24 – 31, 2007
Düsseldorf
Hall 11

Switzerland

Italy

Go/Ineltec
September 04 – 07, 2007
Basel
Hall 2, Booth D78

C2 Control & Communication
September 20, 2007
Milan

Forum Maschinenbau
November 08 – 09, 2007
Bad Salzuflen

www.go-automation.ch

C2 Control & Communication
September 25, 2007
Bari

www.forum-maschinenbau.com

Belgium

SPS|IPC|DRIVES
November 27 – 29, 2007
Nürnberg
Hall 7, Booth 406

Mocon-Hydromech
October 17 – 18, 2007
Brussels

www.k-online.de

www.easyfairs.com/shows

www.mesago.de/sps

EMO
September 17 – 22, 2007
Hanover

www.husumwind.com

Motek
September 24 – 27, 2007
Stuttgart
www.motek-messe.com

Gas.Oil.Technologies
May 22 – 25, 2007
Ufa
Booth VII

Denmark

www.bvkexpo.ru

austrotec
June 13 – 15, 2007
Graz

HI Industri
September 04 – 07, 2007
Herning
Hall G, Booth 5510

HI-TECH HOUSE & Building
November 07 – 10, 2007
Moscow
Booth 103

www.messecentergraz.at/austrotec07

www.hi-industri.dk

www.hitechhouse.ru

Smart
October 03 – 05, 2007
Linz

Finland

Austria

www.emo-hannover.de

HusumWind
September 18 – 22, 2007
Husum
Hall 3, Booth 3B17

Russia

www.smart-automation.at

Automaatio
September 04 – 06, 2007
Helsinki
www.finnexpo.fi/automaatio

France

Automation
November 20 – 23, 2007
Saint-Petersburg
Booth A5
www.farexpo.ru

PTA Ural
December 04 – 07, 2007
Ekaterinburg
Booth D21
www.pta-expo.ru/ural

SCS AUTOMATION
November 13 – 16, 2007
Lyon

Sweden

www.scs-automation.com

easyFairs FOODPROCESSING &
FOODPACK
April 18 – 19, 2007
Malmö
www.easyfairs.com/shows
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Scanautomatic
October 09 – 12, 2007
Göteborg
Hall B
www.scanautomatic.se

North America
USA

Asia

ATX South
April 24 – 26, 2007
Atlanta, Georgia
Booth 2626

China

www.atxsouth.com

MEDC
May 01 – 03, 2007
Las Vegas
www.medc2007.com

ATX East
June 12 – 14, 2007
New York City
Booth 2901
www.atxeast.com

SEMICON West
July 17 – 19, 2007
San Francisco, California
Booth 5189
www.semi.org

National Manufacturing Week
September 25 – 27, 2007
Rosemont (Chicago), Illinois
Booth 1000

Wuhan International
Factory Automation
April 11 – 13, 2007
Wuhan
West Hall, Level 1, Booth T64,T65
www.hopeaa.com.cn/machine

CHINAPLAS
May 21 – 24, 2007
Guangzhou
Halle 1B, Booth 1B705
www.2456.com/chinaplas

Wind Power Asia
June 28 – 30, 2007
Peking
Booth 5001
www.windpowerasia.com

Factory Automation Asia
November 06 – 10, 2007
Shanghai
www.factory-automation-asia.com

www.manufacturingweek.com

Pack Expo
October 15 – 17, 2007
Las Vegas, Nevada
Booth 5352
www.packexpo.com

For additional information on
our worldwide subsidiaries’
and partner companies’ trade show
schedules please check:
www.beckhoff.com

SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2006: New Automation Technology across 1,000 sqm
At SPS/IPC/DRIVES, held between 28 and 30 November 2006 in Nuremberg, Germany,
Beckhoff presented their complete product range as well as PC-based automation solutions
and industry-specific solutions.
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CeBIT is the largest trade show
worldwide for digital information
and communication solutions and
provides an international platform
for exchange of information on
current industry trends.
Deutsche Messe AG has been
organizing CeBIT in Hanover
every spring since 1986.

CeBIT 2007: IPC solutions score in industrial IT environments
At CeBIT in Hanover, Germany, between 15 and 21 March 2007, Beckhoff presented products and solutions for Industrial PCs as well
as PC- and Ethernet-based control applications for the second time. True to the trade fair motto “Join the vision”, IPC technology
from Beckhoff is now rapidly growing in the production-related IT domain and the building automation sector.

With their participation in the CeBIT fair, PC and Panel supplier Beckhoff demonstrated that the company’s components, which are today predominantly used for
machine control in factory automation applications, can also be used for a wide
range of purposes outside the world of automation: Examples are production data acquisition (PDC), operation & monitoring (HMI), or as information panels in
industrial IT environments close to the production line. Beckhoff Industrial PCs
and Control Panels offer optimum solutions wherever industrial customers consistently use IPC standards and require identical configurations.
At the CeBIT booth, Beckhoff provided information about PC-based control solutions and products from the comprehensive Industrial PC range, including: Control Panels and Panel PCs, Ethernet Panels as thin clients for MES or ERP systems,
and Embedded PCs.
In-house technology know-how
Beckhoff IPC technology is ideally suited for industrial IT applications. Based on
years of experience with PC-based automation, Beckhoff deeply understands the
challenges of the industrial PC world. Compared with standard PC components,
Industrial PCs from Beckhoff are characterized by long-term availability, rugged
design, variety and a high degree of flexibility. Long-term availability is one of the

primary benefits of Beckhoff Industrial PCs. The products are available in the same
configuration for many years. One of the reasons for this degree of continuity is
the use of Intel® processors from the Embedded line.
Beckhoff Building Automation
In addition to machine construction and system engineering, Beckhoff also offers
control solutions for intelligent buildings. Due to its open interfaces based on IT
and Windows standards, the PC- and Ethernet-based control solution from
Beckhoff is inherently extremely well suited for building technology. Traditionally, Beckhoff’s integrated control technology has mainly been used in office buildings and industrial production facilities (industrial building automation), although
more recently home automation has become an expanding market. At the CeBIT
fair Beckhoff showed a comprehensive range of hardware and software solutions
for building automation.

Beckhoff Industrial PC www.beckhoff.com/ipc
Beckhoff Building Automation www.beckhoff.com/building
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Further information about Beckhoff products and technologies or contact
addresses for our worldwide subsidiaries and partner companies can be
foud on the Beckhoff website.
All PC Control articles are available online at www.pc-control.net.

www.beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com/newsletter/

www.ethercat.org

www.pc-control.net
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